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P.P. Arnold
goes down
a storm at
the latest
TFTW show
at the
borderline

Mr Angry gets all educational
Look back at Hemsby with Paul Harris
Keith listens to the beat of Royston Ellis
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more...
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Mr Angry gives an English German lesson
The total lack of facility in English which BBC newsreaders on both TV and
radio share drives me crackers. A two minute bulletin on Radio Four this
morning had no less than three items to irritate. Apparently, some
convicts from a US jail had escaped by sliding down a rope.
There's a word in English, both US and UK, for sliding down a rope from a
high building in a controlled fashion. In England, we use the German word
abseil. In the States, they use the French word rappel. Why that is, I have
no idea. Twenty five years ago, we would have said “sliding down a rope”
and no-one would have complained.
However, since that prison break took place in America, surely the
newsreader, or indeed, the news writer, should have used the American
expression “rappel”.
Instead, they used the German abseil. As you no doubt know, when two
vowels appear together in German, it is the second of the two that
determines pronunciation. Thus, Bugs Siegel is pronounced Seegell. But
songwriter Jerry Leiber should be pronounced Jerry Lyeber.
So instead of absailing down a building, people sliding down a rope should
be described as absyling.
And to stay with both the same two minutes newscast, and our German
theme. Another of the, maybe, five brief items was the news that Worldwide
Athletics was in trouble because drug scandals had made sponsors queasy
about continuing to give money to subsidise cheats.
And the first to remove its sponsorship was the German company Adidas,
which the newsreader decided to pronounce adidass. Since the word and
the company are German, surely we owe our German cousins the right to
hear their company pronounced as it should be which is A-DEE-das, with the stress on the middle
syllable.
I agree it would be poncey to insist that the German athletics manufacturer Puma should be
pronounced as it would be in German “pooma” when the word is written the same in both English
and German, and makes total sense in English as the name of a speedy animal.
But since we have all become more or less accustomed to correctly pronounce the Greek nymph
and sportswear maker Nike as Nikey, I don't see why the BBC is not leading the way in accurate
pronunciation.
After all, back in the day when higher standards ruled, the BBC used to have its own
pronunciation unit and, when I worked for them, also had a style book covering not only the right
way to say difficult or controversial words, but also expressions to avoid – a memorable case in
point, Swedish Tennis Machine Bjorn Borg.
Try saying that when you've come back to the office from a couple of hours in the pub.
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A brave Keith struggling
with the worst cold in the
history of colds groans:
“ Cough… cough…
splutter… moan… Look,
just HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
Enjoying the bleak cold spell, the damp evenings? The snow drifts too for those who live in the
northern regions and bonnie Scotland? I've got news for you folks, which will make your winter
blues disintegrate in an instant.
Sunday 5th June 2016, a spring date at the Borderline in London, for an
exclusive for Tales From The Woods, a first time ever appearance outside
the United States for a true legend of South Louisiana Rock’n’Roll, or Swamp
Pop as it has been coined in more recent decades, Gene Terry will be
standing upon the hallowed stage that's has witnessed its fair share of icons
over its forty year existence, in recent years it really must be said due to us
here at Tales From The Woods.
I can’t possibly imagine that any fan of the music of the rockin’ southlands
would want to miss this one, no matter where in the UK or in Europe you live.
I'm convinced too that tickets will sell very swiftly once a release date is
announced, so don't think to yourself, "Oh I’ll do it tomorrow, I’ll paint the spare attic room first" you could well be too late. Before the paint has had a chance to dry you will have missed out on a
piece of Rock’n’Roll history that will never happen again. For fear of repeating myself so early in
the column, it is a one-off that ain’t gonna happen again!
I'm going to whet your appetites even further; you did not think
that would be possible did you? If you are a native of
Scandinavia you will know that Stephen Ackles has been a
huge star in that part of the world for decades. If you are a
Jerry Lee Lewis fan you will know Stephen also, as he is a
huge life-long fan of the Ferriday Fireball. The birth of this idea
was formed outside the London Palladium where Jerry Lee Lewis was appearing back in
September 2015. I was chatting to Stephen prior to the show, excited for what would soon evolve
for us fans inside this world famous variety theatre, and the possibility of Stephen performing a
London show was mooted. I first met him back in the early 1990s. What a performer in his own
right he proved to be; easy to understand how he has been able to stay at the top in his native
lands for so long. Not only will this be Stephen Ackles’ London stage debut but for the very first
time anywhere in the UK outside of a private nature.
Former Joe Meek recording artist and star of Jack Good’s 1960s TV Show 'Wham',
Danny Rivers is no stranger to a Tales From The Woods stage, appearing on our
shows a number of times. An enthusiastic supporter of all things TFTW since our
earliest days, it personally gave me much pleasure when I asked what performer
from our past 2is shows you would like to be the first to appear under our new
format. Danny’s name edged ahead of the top five, so welcome back to the
Borderline, Danny.
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Making their debut not just for TFTW but on a London stage will be a New Orleans influenced duo
Sweet Georgia Boys who reached these ears with high recommendation, an asset to our show,
I'm sure. The wonderful Tales From The Woods Band will be backing the three headliners and, if
you have been to just one of our shows, they won’t need any recommendation from me. Heaps of
praise have been lavished upon this incredible band in these pages on a regular basis. If you still
don't know, then I guess you are not bothering to download the magazine. For those who may be
reading us for the very first time, please let me advise you that they are renowned for their
professionalism, integrity, diversity and, equally as important, are truly wonderful people. If you still
need convincing, just click on back issues and read the praise by musicians, performers and fans
alike.
Our June 5th extravaganza is entitled "Southern and Rocking" No 1(?). The first of more? That
remains to be seen. If you’re a Rock’n’Roll fan, a fan of the diverse roots music of the southlands,
then I'm sure you will be there. Watch this space, as they say, for further details, ticket prices, and
times which will be made available as they become know.

























Tales From The Woods recently conducted a fascinating interview with British blues hero,
Shakey Vick whose pedigree goes back to the earliest days of the Blues in Blighty, those far off
days of the late Cyril Davis and Alexis Korner, before the so-called sixties blues boom of middle
class white boys prancing around the stage with their maracas. Shakey Vick is the real deal, as
you will read in a later issue of this magazine. You will however be able to witness this in action on
Sunday 31st July when Vick and his band will be appearing at the Spice Of Life. On lead guitar a
long-time friend of us here at Tales From The Woods, Jon "T Bone" Taylor with whom we also
conducted an interview recently, joining the long line that patiently awaits publication.
Supporting Vick will be yet another fine outfit. if
you have bought their recent CD you will know
what I'm talking about; Booga Red, a guitar and
keyboard duo who are Steve English on guitar, a
name well known on the blues circuit for many
years, and on keyboards the very lovely Claire
Hamlin of the Tales From The Woods Band in
one of her many other incarnations. It’s going to
be another great night, a triumph in waiting I'm
sure. again we shall deliver further details once they are available.

























Wow! What a wow factor on display at the Borderline on Sunday 31st January: P P Arnold, Cliff
Bennett, Dave Berry, Ray Phillips, Wee Willie Harris, a truly diverse bill, with professionalism on
display to which younger performers would wish to aspire. Musical brilliance was provided by the
Tales From The Woods band that lesser musicians could only dream of attaining. Five very
different performers were able to blend together without a hitch as genres changed as swiftly as
the breaks between each performer. From Skiffle to Soul, from Rock’n’Roll, Rockabilly and Blues
through to Sixties Pop, all were on display upon the Borderline stage; such diversity could never
be created if we did not have the quality of musical craftsmanship that exists within the TFTW
Band. Such things could only be a pipe-dream for me without these people, so I think they deserve
an extra round of applause, don't you?
If you are a subscriber to TFTW, either long term or shorter, and you still have not been to one of
our shows, despite the praise heaped upon these events within these pages, what are you waiting
for, the second coming? Our show to come to your parlour? Forget about sitting in front of the
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television watching the X Factor, come along to our next show and witness the wow factor first
hand.
It was great to have broadcaster, producer, musician Stuart Colman MCing our show, and I think
he certainly enjoyed doing it as much as we enjoyed having him amongst us. A review of the show
will appear elsewhere in this magazine, so I won’t be dwelling on that subject in my column.
Artists, musicians all did a fantastic, exemplary job as did all those wonderful people who perform
tasks behind the scenes who don't see or want to see their names in lights. Harry Maton in his
stage manager role - as always our shows run without a hitch because of him. Cliff Stevens,
transport manager for hanging out at airports as midnight approaches to greet our headliner flying
in from far sunnier climes; Dave Rich for making sure every artist is paid after their performance;
Elena once again so conscientiously taking care of business on our merchandise table; Paul
Harris for all his wonderful photos; Bob and Dave for once again filming the entire event; Denis
providing us another recording for radio; Dave Woodland for stepping in at any moment for what
may be required, and Marti on his first ever roadie experience and doing it well. Also Ken Major for
seeing that those who required chairs, got them and could watch this wonderful show in comfort,
and DJ John Howard keeping the ambience rockin’ at all times. Blimey! I bet some of you are
thinking "I did not think that this much went in to it".
And our audience, above all, as without your loyalty, support and many miles of travelling for a
considerable number there indeed would be no show. Please stand up and give yourself a big
round of applause.
The evening though, no matter how artistically successful, no matter how memorably musical for
so many, was touched by much sadness; this event we dedicated to the memory of
saxophonist/pianist and consummate musician Sid Phillips who sadly passed away over the
Christmas period. Sid had been with the Tales From The Woods Band a mere all too short few
years but the mark he left was indelible. I know I speak on behalf of the Band when I say he lent
gravitas and clout to the already musically disciplined and hugely professional outfit. had we not
been able to offer such talents, I'm sure that Sid (not one for mincing his words) would not have
stuck around too long.
Sid joined us just to do a one off, the first of
the three shows his boss Cliff Bennett did
for us, but he settled in immediately, not
just with the band but everyone here at
Tales From The Woods. We all loved his
sharp wit, sense of fun, and general
wellbeing of having him around. Sid always
used to say to me before his show "Keith, I
think this will be the last one I shall do,
getting too old for all this nonsense." I
would smile and say something along the
lines of "That's okay Sid, I understand,
Sid with Cliff in 2014 © Paul Harris
you’re welcome to join us any time though”.
A couple of hours later I would ask "Did you enjoy that Sid?” "Yeah, good wasn't it? When’s the
next one Keith?”
Sid was great, he was an old Rock'n'Roller, his type will never pass our way again, like his boss
Cliff Bennett at whose side Sid had been on stage for 58 years. When they made these guys they
broke the mould. It’s only right I should hand over to Cliff reminiscing briefly upon the decades that
have flashed past since the Rebel Rousers took their first tentative steps on to what would one
day become a world stage, followed by a few words from members of the Tales From The
Woods Band.
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Sid was born in 1939 in Hayes, Middlesex. As Bernard Victor Phillips, he served his
apprenticeship as a typewriter mechanic and then worked for the Bedser cricketing
twin brothers’ typewriting shop in Staines, Middlesex.
I first met Sid playing in a small club in Hayes and then later on the train, when we were
both doing our apprenticeship in Slough. I named him Sid as he worked in Chippenham,
hence Chippenham Sid was born. I was an apprentice in a foundry, and after travelling
everyday together Sid said he would like to join the band; at that point he could really
play anything and within a matter of 3/4 weeks he started to play like Jerry Lee.
After about a year or so of playing gigs
where the pianos were broken or out of
tune, one day he said he was going to play
the sax as well and within 4/5 months he
could knock out a tune on his alto sax,
progressing to tenor and then baritone and
all by ear, as at that time he could not read
music.
Sid has been with me most of the time
accept for a b rief spell when he left to get
married to Mavis and they were still
together till the end, but It was not long
before he wanted to play again as it was
still in his blood.
During our career we played with some of
the greats; Jerry Lee, Gene Vincent, Bruce
Channel, Roy Orbison, Everly Bros etc., and then 5 monthly stints at The Star Club in
Hamburg, where he played with Fats Domino, Ray Charles, Bo Diddley, Joey Dee and the
Starliters etc.
Sid with Rebel Rouser brass section in 2008

So all in all Sid had a really exciting life and would have carried on and on if not for his
illness. All in all I know Sid will be sadly missed in the music business.
Cliff Bennett
From the 1950s Sid was Cliff Bennett's right hand man in the
Rebel Rousers and he was in demand to play with greats like
Rosco Gordon and BB King. Even in his last year he was the
'go to' sax man, playing at the Apollo and the O2.
Aside from being a fantastic musician, Sid was the best of
men. A wonderfully funny man with a true warmth - last of
the real gentlemen, you could say. He joined our houseband,
initially as a one off to back Cliff, and the fit was perfect.
Alex and Sid made an exceptional brass section, and he
completed the line-up we always wanted. I never thought for
one minute he would join us permanently, but he was happy
to, much to our delight. The band was at its best with Sid the gig backing Roddy Jackson being one of the highlights.
The band was tight and we all had a lot of fun. That's what
music is all about.

Sid in 2013 © Paul Harris

I had a meal with Sid and Mavis a couple of months ago. He'd been told that he only had
a short time to live, but he took the news with a calm acceptance. We had a couple of
beers and some nice food. Despite the sad situation, Sid was as funny and as
philosophical as ever. We all laughed. A lot.
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All our love goes out to Mavis and their two sons at this time. Our feeling of loss must
pale by comparison to theirs. I would say 'Rest In Peace' but I think, once the sax
comes out, there'll be a party up yonder. Cheers Sid, for everything.
John Spencely
Sid, what a character, a great player with an irrepressibly wicked
and irreverent sense of humour, he made the gig huge fun.
Having him join us in the houseband was like being allowed to
share in a special part of Rock'n'Roll history, a privilege indeed.
We will miss him.

Sid’s horn © Tony Annis

Claire Hamlin
Having had the privilege of working with Sid on the TFTW shows I
found him to be a brilliant musician who just knew his stuff. He
was very welcoming, kind and humorous and even paid me a nice
compliment at the end. With his catalogue of gigs and recording
behind him it was a real pleasure and honour to work with a
legend who I greatly respected; he will be sorely missed. RIP Sid.
Jeff Tuck
Sid’s passing has left a big hole in the band – both in sound and personality. He was
easy and relaxed to work with, and his humour rubbed off on everyone. His playing was
great and it was no trouble for him to dig out the written music and send it to me for the
gigs. I never heard him complain about his illness ever. He will be sorely missed by all
who knew him.
Alex Bland

























British Rock’n’Roll has lost one of its most colourful characters with the death of Chris “Fender”
Black from a stroke in his late seventies.
Known for his outrageous attire and equally outrageous stunts Chris, a lifetime aficionado and
player of fifties Rock’n’Roll gained national newspaper headlines when he “married” his guitar,
Brenda. No hole-in-the-wall wedding this, Chris actually had the ceremony performed in a church
and tipped off the red tops, if not the vicar, in advance.
He is probably best known around the country for fronting the C'Mon Everybody review, a fastmoving tribute show featuring the music of Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Brenda Lee, Connie
Francis, and Eddie Cochran.
Chris himself performed the music of Duane Eddy and Chuck Berry, but the difficulties of ferrying
a dozen singers and musicians to theatre gigs, and the expense of staying in hotels, coupled with
an ever-changing line-up of acts led Chris to pull the plug on the show. He reverted back to
playing as a duo or trio under the name Black Cat, which he had used since the sixties.
His proudest possession was his Fender guitar, a beaten-up and road weary red number with
paint flaking and bare wood visible that he always insisted was worth thousands. He proved the
point by marching disbelievers along the music stores of Denmark Street in Soho, where similarly
distressed instruments in the windows were indeed worth what he claimed.
In addition to his musical skills, Chris was an early adopter of computer culture, making his own
films and videos on his desktop to promote his band, and the C'Mon Everybody show.
Chris was one of the last generation of National Service conscripts, and served his time fighting
rebel EOKA terrorists in Cyprus, which left an indelible mark on him. He never returned to Cyprus.
He recalled: “I was just getting started on my music when I was called up. I was hoping for a
career in Rock’n’Roll but had to swap my guitar for a rifle. When I came out of the Army, the first
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flush of Rock’n’Roll had finished, and the pop music of the day had moved on. But my tastes never
changed.”

An inveterate joker, his humour often near the knuckle, some of his recordings and videos
featured that side of his make-up.
The first time I met him for lunch in a Chinese restaurant in Essex, he alarmed the waiters by
arriving in his trademark black cowboy hat atop black shoulder length hair, in a leather coat that
scraped the ground, carrying the steering wheel from his van.
“I've had too many vans stolen, I always unscrew the steering wheel when I leave it,” he explained.
Chris, who is survived by estranged wife Jan, and long-term girlfriend Vanessa, who played bass
in his band under the magnificent stage-name, bestowed on her by Chris, of Rosie Buttocks.
John Howard
So sorry to hear this. Chris was a really good guy and a true rock 'n' roller.
Lee Wilkinson
Oh what sad, sad news about Chris, if it wasn't for him I would not have known about Help
Musicians UK and I have had so much help from them, thanks to Chris. I remember the pleasure
of meeting him at one of your gigs at the 100 Club.
Please pass on my condolence to his loved ones Keith.
We have survived so far, so let’s think about live Rock’n’Roll for all the Musos we have lost
recently.
Ray Dexter
So sad a great guy. Another gone away. Thanks for all.
Ed and Liz
More bad news that is painful for the Woodies. Time is nobody’s friend but we can keep memories
and souvenirs shining bright. My sincere condolences go to Chris's family and friends.
Dominique Anglares
We are always saddened by the news of the loss of any of the Woodies. How devastating it must
have been for his family and for all of you who knew Chris so personally to know of his stroke. We
are sorry he wasn't able to recover. Please accept our condolences.
Patty and Armand
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Henry Donald Davis, better known as Don Davis, passed away on January 19, 2016. Henry was a
resident of Arcadia, Louisiana at the time of his passing.
The big bull fiddle cat was born on June 18, 1928 in Haynesville,
Louisiana and graduated from high school in Shreveport before
joining Marcel "Tex" Grimsley in the summer of 1946. They
played as The Hollywood Rangers and appeared on KSEI radio,
Pocatello, Idaho, for few months. Other band members were
Newel (Curly) Clark, Kit Nash, Lois (Smith) and Joe Smith. Don
was back in Shreveport by fall. In 1947 he went to play fiddle on
WCIL radio located in Carbondale, Illinois.
Don Davis was an original member of the Louisiana Hayride from
April 3,1948 when the show began and he played double bass behind countless artists from Hank
Williams to Tex Grimsley, Goldie Hill, Hoot & Curley, Mitchel Torok, Claude King, Slim Whitman,
Jimmy and Johnny, Johnny Horton and Jim Reeves to name a few. Other bull fiddle players at the
Hayride then were Teddy Wilburn, Tillman Franks, Dido Rowley, Lum York to name a few to
remember.
He played the bass guitar on a number of Jim Reeves' Abbott records from January 1953 until
March 1954, including classics “Mexican Joe” recorded at KWKH, Shreveport, La, on January 18,
1953 and "Bimbo" from November 1953. He also played on "Caribbean" recorded in May 1953 by
Mitchel Torok and on "Looking Back To See" (Fabor 107) by Jim Edward and Maxine Brown
recorded in March 1954. The following month, still with the Louisiana Hayride band, he backed
Alvadean Coker for a four song session. He can also be heard on many live Louisiana Hayride
recordings already edited but more will come in the next few months.
A nice colour picture taken by Don Davis featuring the members of the Abbott Stringc a Music
Show on tour in California in 1955 may be found in the Bear Family 3 CD box set "JIM REEVES THE COMPLETE ABBOTT RECORDINGS, PLUS".
In the ‘60s Don was member of The Sons of Dixie with Dobber Johnson, Felton Pruitt, Sunny
Harville, Fid Sharum, Cliff Grimsley, and Bill Linfield. He also played with fiddler Felton “Preacher”
Harkness who worked and recorded with Joe and Bob Shelton. Don Davis was buried at the
Centuries Memorial Park Cemetery, Shreveport, Louisiana on Friday January 22, 2016.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES January 25, 2016

Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world-wide.
From the Jets to Lucas and The Dynamos, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to
Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson,
Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
Plus Darrel Higham And The Enforcers, This Little Girl/The Dillicats, The Lennerockers,
Michael T. Clayton and The Vee Eights

One call, book 'em all.
Better call Paul on 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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With the presence of a sizeable crowd, this latest event proved to be yet
another resounding success due to all the performers giving a really good
account of themselves. Octogenarian Wee Willie Harris kicked off
proceedings via a rockin' run through of his second Decca 45, a cover of
US singer Jimmy Edwards' Love Bug Crawl. In his own relaxed manner,
enjoyable takes on Kansas City and Splish Splash preceded his 1957
composition, Rockin' At The 2i's. I Got A Mind To Ramble was wellhandled, as was the old Western Swing styled novelty fun number Ragg
Mopp, for an entertaining start to the evening.
Former Nashville Teens
frontman, Ray Phillips was
in good voice with a mix of
Rock’n’Roll classics and
familiar blues songs such as
Let it Rock, Mona, Nadine,
Hoochie
Coochie
Man,
Wee Willie © Paul Harris
Route 66 and I Put A Spell
On You. His smiling face and swaggering style
showed his enjoyment as he concluded his set with
the John D Loudermilk composition, Tobacco Road,
that took the Nashville Teens to the top twenty both
here and in America.

Ray Phillips
© Paul Harris

The lanky Dave Berry was not only vocally
pleasing, but also visually, displaying lithe hand
Dave Berry © Paul Harris
movements and tricky feats with the microphone
cord. He looked dapper too, in a silver chain
decorated jacket, as he worked his way through his
hit cover versions of his namesake Chuck's
Memphis Tennessee and Bobby Goldsboro's Little
Things. His jocular demeanour included the
observation that there would be a thousand
pounds worth of heating allowance appearing on
stage tonight. He also included the song Ray
Davies gave to him, This Strange Effect, and Nick
Lowe's I Knew The Bride (When She Used To
Rock'n'Roll), before culminating with his biggest
hit, The Crying Game. His accompanist, Brian
Wood, played some tasty steel guitar alongside the regular TFTW band who performed in their
customary accomplished manner.
Next up, for his third TFTW appearance, was the ever popular
Cliff Bennett, with the towering figure of Tony Hall adding
his swinging sax to the mix. A lively set of songs included
Turn On Your Lovelight, Slow Down, Good Golly Miss Molly,
Watch Your Step, In The Midnight Hour and the pounding,
brassy Why Me from his Nearly Retired album.
A petite lady with a big voice, the soulful P P Arnold showed
her mettle as a top of the bill attraction with a powerful
performance which commenced with two songs she sang as
an Ikette with the Ike & Tina Turner revue - What'cha Gonna
Do and River Deep, Mountain High. Her biggest hit, the Cat
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Cliff Bennett © Paul Harris

Stevens composition The First Cut Is The Deepest was followed by a song she wrote herself, Am I
Still Dreaming, and after a few well known numbers, she signed off with her hit recording of Chip
Taylor's Angel Of The Morning.
P P Arnold © Paul Harris

In fine voice throughout, she was accompanied by the
splendid backing vocals of Debra Lewis-Brown, plus,
augmenting the band for this set, second guitarist
Roger Nicholas. Between songs Arnold chatted about
touring with Ike and Tina and then remaining in the UK
in 1966, where she met Mick Jagger and the Small
Faces who were her Immediate label mates.

Throughout, the wonderful Tales From The Woods
band worked their socks off in providing strong,
sympathetic support for all the artists. So, hats off to
Iain Terry (who sparkled in the absence of poorly
regular guitarist and bandleader John Spencely),
keyboard
wizard
Claire
Hamlin,
belting bass player
Robb Davis, deft
drummer Jeff Tuck, saxophone supremo Alex Bland and
vibrant trumpet player Barry Few (in place of sadly departed
and much missed sax man Sid Phillips). Compère for the
evening, musician, record producer and music writer, Stuart
Colman did his job with aplomb, whilst DJ John 'Mr Angry'
Stuart & Keith © Paul Harris
Howard played some cool sounds between acts.
Lee Wilkinson

Great line-up Keith, every one of them a winner. PP Arnold was an inspired choice to top the bill in
my opinion. Great night.
Denis Hoare
What a wonderful afternoon/evening at my first Woodies event. Top music. I also met Danny
Rivers, a fave Meek act and Billie Davis; well pleased. PP was sensational, what a performer and
the backing band was superb, they must have worked so hard to learn all the songs. Thanks for
putting on such a great show.
Terry Parker
It’s always a pleasure to come to these shows, they are excellent. Last night’s show I thought was
very good, and the Houseband played well. I had not seen Dave Berry live since god was a lad
and I really enjoyed his act. Willie, Ray and Cliff were, as always, crowd pleasers. I had not seen
PP Arnold before live and I thought she sang very well with the band and her backing singer and
axe man. Once again thank you Keith for putting on yet another great show. Looking forward to
the next one.
John & Pat Spencely
Many thanks for letting me come along last night. I really enjoyed the show - all the acts were
excellent, well chosen, and a great band.
Seamus McGarvey
Cliff Bennett & the Rebel Rousers - probably one of the most under-estimated of all the ‘60s
groups, and I actually thought Dave's 'Memphis Tennessee' was better than Chuck's! Dave Ball
This is the first time we have attended a TFTW event and all the acts were superb. I have never
seen PP Arnold live and was shocked at how good she is, and Wee Willie Harris at 82 as well.
Hope to see you all again soon.
Bob/Cheryl Shepherd
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Tales From The Woods magazine has built up a reputation over a number of years, not just for
the quality of its writing, the vast knowledge of most forms of roots music contained within these
pages, but subjects that are not normally found in music publications have also appeared from
time to time. That’s what makes us different, and we have in the past run the occasional article on
film that always proved popular. There are indeed a number of film buffs out there in Woodie land
and, bearing that in mind I invited Marti Canal, a film fan and regular cinema attendee, to write a
column for us. Please welcome him to these pages.

Tales From The Woods readers are music enthusiasts along with other forms of arts and
expression. This magazine goes full circle with a movie review section which is not
without its own challenges as many movies are currently, have been, will or will not
be screened where our readers live. To compound the situation, time restrictions
make it difficult to find the time and effort to go to the cinema. Hence a movie
selection you may consider worth watching.

Indie film, directed by Lenny Abrahamson.
Adapted from Emma’s Donoghue’s novel. Room puts us in the
perspective of Jack, a five year old boy who lives in a small room
with his mum, abducted when she was 17. An outstanding child
performance makes you see the world through his eyes as he sees
it, shaped by his naïve view protected by his mother, Ma, from their
captor till he succeeds in escaping.
A roller-coaster of emotions, from crying, laughing and shouting out
loud carried out by powerful cinematography. Recently nominated
for 4 Oscars.

Michael Keaton, Tim Burton’s detective hero, Batman, embarks this time on a somewhat darker
investigative role. Based on a true story, The Boston Globe investigative writing team gets onto
shaky ground when they try to uncover a string of child molestation unravelling all the way up to
the Vatican.
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Terrific performances, excellent script and accurate
reflection on good journalism. Thrilling, shocking and
unsavoury, you will be searching for the original report of the
true events as soon as you leave the theatre.

A must see follow up movie from “Birdman” director, Alejandro
González Iñárritu.
Portrayed by Leonardo DiCaprio, real frontiersman Hugh Glass’s tale
of survival against man, nature and the wild, seeking revenge after
being mauled by a bear, betrayed and left for dead by his own team
member and antagonist John Fitzgerald (Tom Hardy).
Relentless and riveting pace set off by beautiful and breath-taking
photography using only natural light.
You will watch it again.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Texas A & M University Press 2015
(The title comes from the song written by long-time friend, Joe Medwick. It was recorded in the
“Full Gain” sessions and released on Black Top 1988).
I was cruising about the Internet when a web-site for
teaching English to foreigners flashed up, showing that
iconic (God, isn't that word over-used?) photo of Grady
Gaines atop Little Richard's piano. There was a video
clip of the saxophonist and full details of the above book,
plus a glossary for the pupils. Don't ask me why such a
site should choose this kind of book for its pupils but I
was grateful to learn of its existence.
I knew very little about Grady, other than that he played
that ferocious, berserk solo on “Keep A-Knockin’” and
other Little Richard classics. This book reveals that he
was and is much more than just a sideman. As well as
being the leader of the Upsetters, L.Richard's first band,
he has had an amazing career. He claims to have
backed more Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame inductees than
anyone else (71).
He has played with an extraordinary range of artists, as
diverse as Carl Perkins, Jimmy Reed, Dion, the Four
Tops and Duane Eddy. He has won numerous awards
like “Blues Artist of the Year” and even played at Bill
Clinton's inauguration. When his touring days were over,
he still led various re-incarnations of the Upsetters (now
re-named the Texas Upsetters) to entertain wealthy
customers at local Houston supper-clubs, weddings etc. His band is not a nostalgia outfit but it
plays what the customers want, which Grady reckons he can tell by studying crowd reaction to the
music.
His descriptions of the mammoth drinking and womanising in the early days could well be termed
“Honkin’ n' Bonkin’”. He and the other band-members seemed to have been running a mobile sex
service-station! Vast armies of willing females were filled up in hotel rooms and sent on their way.
Usually, I treat these tales with some scepticism but there is a photo of Grady in his younger days
on page 68, looking a very handsome stud. I don't wonder he was such a hit with women.
As a sax player myself, I enjoyed the account of his equipment (if you'll pardon the expression).
He is a fan of the Selmer Mk VI tenor (so was I until I let mine go for a pittance in 1962/3. If I'd kept
it, it would now be worth up to £10,000!!) The book says that he uses a “Burt Lawson” mouthpiece
(should be “Berg Larsen”) and why doesn't he tell us what make of reed he uses and whether it's a
hard one or a soft one? Sex on my mind, again....!
Some useful info from the book: if you, or a friend, are hopelessly drunk and have to sober up
quickly, put some ice cubes on your nuts! N.B. It doesn't work if you are a woman!
Neil Foster
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Vinyl 4: Top Selling Vinyl Albums of 2014 through to November 2nd. Jack White “Lazaretto”
75,700 sold. Artic Monkeys “AM” 40,600 sold. The Black Keys “Turn Blue” 28,300 sold. Lana Del
Rey “Born To Die” 27,200 sold. Beck “Morning Phase” 25,200 sold. Ryan Raffaelli an assistant
professor at Harvard Business School says “Swiss mechanical watches, fountain pens and
independent bookstores are re-emerging from the doldrums by reinventing themselves for
consumers, then attracting investment from entrepreneurs. The question is whether there’s
enough demand for vinyl. Source: Neil Shah, Wall St. Journal, 12.12.2014
2.
Joe Guercio was the pianist and conductor for Patti Page in Las Vegas where he settled in
1967, 4 years later became the musical director at the Las Vegas Hilton. In the ‘70s he toured with
Elvis Presley and conducted the road and Las Vegas Hilton 30 piece orchestra through 1976.
When Guercio and his first wife Corinne went to see a reissue of “2001: A Space Odyssey” it was
Corinne who said “Don’t you get the feeling Elvis is about to walk out?” And thus the six note “rise
and fall” became known as “The Elvis Theme” Guercio died June, 2015. Source: Mike
Weatherford, L.A. Review-Journal, 6.6.2015
3.
Hickory Label 2. Larry Henley and the Newbeats toured Australasia with Orbison and the
Rolling Stones, and in the early ‘70s the group disbanded. Henley co-wrote “Till I Get It Right” a
no. 1 hit for Tammy Wynette in ’73, and “Lizzie and the Rainman” which Tanya Tucker took to no.
1 in ’75. “Wind Beneath My Wings” began as a poem and in ’81 Larry turned it into a song which
Jeff Silbar set to music. Roger Whittaker recorded it, and Bette Midler’s 1988 soundtrack version
from the film “Beaches” became a no. 1 hit, and in ’89 won a Grammy. Source: Adam Berstein,
L.V. Review-Journal 22.12.2014
4.
The number one killer of Americans abroad is road accidents according to a 7.5 years State
Dept. study. From 1.1.03 through June 2010 about 1820 Americans were killed on a foreign road,
i.e, one every 36 hours. Almost 40% of deaths were in Mexico, then Thailand, 3rd the Dominique
Republic followed by Germany and Spain. The number of road fatalities worldwide are 1.3 million
people die and up to 50 million are injured. More Americans annually visit Mexico than any other
country, then Canada who registered 31 U.S. road deaths, and UK = 32. Source: Gaert Stoller,
USA Today, 21.10.2010
5.
Lesley Sue Goldstein ceased piano lessons, tried dance, then singing lessons. A demo was
picked up by an engineer, an agent employed, and at 17 signed with Mercury as Lesley Gore and
recorded “It’s My Party”. Penned by John Gluck, Wally Gold and Herb Wiener and produced by
Quincey Jones, it reached No. 1 for 2 weeks. “Judy’s Turn to Cry” was next then “You Don’t Own
Me”. “Out Here On My Own” was Oscar nominated for the 1980 film “Fame,” and had two
appearances as Pussycat in the TV series “Batman”. Lesley died from cancer 16.2.15 aged 68.
Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, 17.2.2015
6.
On what would have been his 80th birthday, The Ray Charles Memorial Library opened on
Thursday in South Los Angeles, housed in the studio and office Charles built in the 1960s. It has
interactive exhibits about his life and career. Touch screens invite guests to Charles’ most
memorable recordings while exhibits feature some of his Grammy awards, stage costumes, old
contracts and sunglasses. Also on display is his personal piano and saxophone, collection of
microphones and letters received from Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and Johnny Cash. Source:
Jeff Christensen, L.A. Times, 23.9.2010
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7.
Kim Fowley was born 21.7.39 in L.A. to actor parents Douglas Fowley and Shelby Payne.
He produced “Cherry Pie” for Skip Battin and Gary Paxton aka Skip & Flip, which charted in 1960.
Fowley worked with Paxton when they created the Hollywood Argyles band and issued “Alley
Oop” which charted as a No.1. Iggy Pop described him as looking “physically frail, a lot like Boris
Karloff’s Frankenstein,” and he became a regular on the Sunder Strip. In 2011 he made a film
“Black Room Doom” about an all-female band. He died 15.1.15 after a long battle with cancer.
Source: L.A. Times 17.1.2015
8.
Arrested 4 times between 1985 and 1989 on drugs related charges in the Hollywood area,
Ike Turner served 18 months from a 4 years sentence in a San Luis Obispo jail, released in 1990.
The drug habit of 20 years cost him more than $30,000 a month. A jury convicted him of 2 drug
misdemeanours but deadlocked on 2 felony charges – transportation of cocaine and possession of
the drug for sale. Larry Kamien, associate warden of the Californian Men’s Colony said Turner
spent the past eighteen months as a clerk in the prison library “a model inmate”. Source: Chuck
Philips, L.A. Times 5.9.1991
9.
Mayor of Palm Springs, Calif., and a Republican candidate for the U.S Senate representing
California, Sonny Bono, 56, started in music in the mid ‘50s as an errand boy then producer at
Specialty Records in Los Angeles. He later worked as an engineer and session musician for Phil
Spector. J.D. Considine of The Sun in Baltimore and Rolling Stone magazines said Bono did not
reach his potential and put him in the upper 5 to 10% of the behind the scenes men, but would
never become another Phil Spector. Source: Las Vegas Review- Journal, 4.10.1991
10.
Freddie Bell takes over from an unwell Sonny King at the Bootlegger Bistro, both Bell and
King arrived in Las Vegas in the early ‘50s. Bell says Sonny, himself and a sax player named Vido
Musso “hung together all the time”. Bell was performing with a rock “n” roll band in Philadelphia
before coming to Vegas in 1953 to work at the Sands’ grand opening. He recorded “Hound Dog,”
and in 1956 Elvis Presley who was performing at the New Frontier heard the Freddy Bell and the
Bellboys band, and was so impressed he recorded it which became his 4th No. 1 hit. Source:
Jerry Fox, Las Vegas Sun, 1.6.2006
11.
Lucky Wray and the Palomino Ranch Hands included Frederick Lincoln Wray Jr. and
brothers Vernon and Doug. After “Rumble” they became Link Wray and the Raymen or Wraymen
as it was sometimes spelt. The tune was featured in “Pulp Fiction”, “Independence Day” and
Desperado”. Link was three quarters Shawnee Indian. The “Rumble” fuzz notes were created
when Link punched holes in his amplifiers. It was banned in some cities for seeming to suggest
teen violence. Link moved to Denmark in 1978, played 40 shows this year and died 5.11.05 aged
76. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, 22.11.2005
12.
Marty Stuart produced Porter’s “Waggonmaster” CD on the Anti-label which is a return to
the twangy sounds of the 1950s. The single and video from the CD is “Committed to Parkview”
written by Johnny Cash. Marty’s personal collection includes historic stage gear worn by Rose
Maddox, Carl Perkins, Porter, the Staple Singers. Plus Jimmie Rodgers’ satchel, letters from Hank
Williams, Bob Dylan and Elvis’ sweater. These items are on display in “Sparkle and Twang: Marty
Stuart’s American Musical Odyssey” at Nashville’s Tennessee State’s Museum. Source: Barry
Mazor, Wall Street Journal, 24.7.2007
13.
The Turkish Ambassador’s Son 1: Two brothers were inducted into the National Soccer Hall
of Fame in 2003. They co-founded The New York Cosmos of the N. American Soccer League,
signing such names as Pele and Franz Beckenbauer. Ahmet Ertegun was born 31.7.23 in
Uskador, Istanbul and mother Hayrunisa gave him the passion for music. With his brother Nesuhi
in 1931 they saw Cab Calloway at the London Palladium then Duke Ellington, and in Washington
made music their business. Source: Geoff Boucher/Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, 15.1.2006

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tracks Of My Year
Another year has passed, and another review carried out of the purchases/acquisitions that I
made during the calendar year. Again I have selected one track from each of the albums that I
enjoyed the most. Here they are.
Someday We’ll All Be Free (from the Courtney Pine album Song (The Ballad
Book) recorded in 2014).
The album, a duo recording by Courtney Pine (bass clarinet) and Zoe Rahman
(piano), is my favourite of the year. Such is the consistent attractiveness of each
number that I could have chosen any track. At the umpteenth time of listening, I
have plumped for the last one, the moving Donny Hathaway song that speaks of
the intolerable, yet offers hope for the future.
Sunny Monday (from the Tubby Hayes album Tubby’s Groove recorded in
1959).
In a year when an excellent biography was published and a film and DVD were
released, it would be negligent not to select a Tubby Hayes track. Sunny
Monday comes from arguably his first outstanding album, which finds him in the
company of an assured rhythm section, allowing him to produce a relaxed and
confident performance. His effortless invention on this John Hines composition
is one of the many pleasures of the album.
Helen’s Song (from the George Cables album My Muse recorded in 2012).
The muse in the album title refers to pianist George Cables’ partner of 28 years,
and was released following her death. I first heard it on a solo album in 1994,
but here it is a trio piece. In acknowledging his gratitude for her generosity of
spirit, his composition and playing leave the listener in no doubt as to his deep
and undying love for her. It never fails to move me, though I may have a slight
preference for the solo recording.
Naima (from The New Jazz Orchestra album Le Déjeuner Sur L’Herbe recorded
in 1968).
Touted with some justification as the best big band
recording by a group of British musicians, it remained
unissued on CD until 2014. The sumptuous arrangement
of John Coltrane’s Naima by Alan Cohen shows off the
orchestra at its best. Among the cream of British talent contributing to its
success are Henry Lowther, Michael Garrick, Barbara Thompson, and,
pursuing his first musical love, Jack Bruce.
Freedom (from The Mingus Big Band album Blues & Politics recorded in 1999).
Spliced on to the start of this track is the voice of the late Charles Mingus from
the prelude of a 1965 live and unreleased recording of It Was A Lonely Day In
Selma, Alabama. He then switches to the opening words of Freedom, although
it is now on top of the Mingus Big Band’s recording of this number. Mingus’s
words about the plight of “Americans without justice” are typically acerbic, his
music in the band’s hands vibrant.
Dave Carroll
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We have a very special guest here this evening, Royston Ellis, who has flown in from Sri Lanka
in the last day or so and is in London for a brief period for the first time in many years. I am going
to ask Peter Stockton to conduct this interview as he has already written two excellent articles on
Royston in TFTW magazine.
Royston, lovely to meet you at long last.
Good to meet you Peter and thank you for all the lovely things you’ve been writing about me.
Well, I speak the truth and the two books that I’ve read, “Gone Man Squared” and “Cliff & The
Shadows”, were amazing. I was highly impressed by your poetic skills with “Gone Man Squared”.
Now, you were born in 1941.
Yes, now 74 years old, healthy living in the tropics, the greenery, cocktails every sundown but I
won’t tell you anything more about it.
Your talent was recognised in 1960 by John Betjeman.
You’ve done your research. There is in fact somewhere in the BBC archives a film clip of John
Betjeman and myself doing a sort of poetry contest. He read “A Subaltern’s Love Song” and I read
a love poem called “Lumbering Now” and the music for the poem was played off-screen by Jimmy
Page who composed a kind of cowboy theme.
Jimmy also wrote the foreword for “Gone Man Squared” so do you still keep in touch with him?
The answer is yes.
One of my favourites from the book is “The Rainbow Walking Stick”.
Is that a cue for a poem? We’ve got two hours. No, you’ll get it later at the Poetry Café. I noticed
you liked that one and I worked out it’s because it rhymes.
It’s the story behind it, coming out of the drudgery of life into woodland. Dirty sinks and poor old
wives, washing up and going away into the woodland to empty bottle bank green.
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It’s amazing, you know more about it than I do. It’s often difficult to remember what inspired these
poems.
You also used to write with a fountain pen.
I still do. I’m using a Waterloo pen now as they are available quite easily at airport Duty Free
shops.
You mentioned that you found it more intuitive for creation than a ballpoint; you can get a nice
curly flourish with it.
It is and also when you cross out it is much more interesting than scratching it out with a biro. It
looks more interesting on the manuscript.
Apart from poetry and biographies, I notice you’ve written numerous books on travel and many
works of fiction. You’ve travelled for many years, staying in different places. Does that give you
inspiration?
To give you a little background to all this, I started as a poet and then
moved on to novels as a natural progression and I wrote “Myself For
Fame” (1963) which has just been published in the States as “Big Time”
and today is the official launch date of the book in England. I then
moved on to the Canary Islands, still writing fiction, and went to the
Caribbean where I was unfortunate enough to discover some old
plantation ledgers of slavery days when slaves were bonded to a
master. I thought it seemed like a good theme for a novel, spoke to my
literary agent in London who agreed and said we’d call it “The
Bondmaster” (1977). I went ahead and wrote a whole series of novels,
set in the Caribbean, the Bondmaster series, but I wrote those under a
different name, Richard Tresillian.
The reason was that I’d learned from living in the Canary Islands where
I’d written a book called “The Flesh Game” (1966) and I was told the
police wanted to interview me because someone had read this book
about drugs and the beach boys and they didn’t like this. I went by bus to the airport, got on to the
first plane leaving and I happened to arrive in Puerto Rico, and in those days one didn’t need a US
visa to go there. I also remember that when I was on the plane, checking my pockets to see if I
had any money left, I discovered marijuana in my pocket which I had forgotten about and rather a
large quantity. So what to do? I went to the toilet, spent a long time in there and it was three days
later that I realised I was in Puerto Rico. So I got to the Caribbean.
In Dominica I was writing these novels, living in a wood cabin overlooking the Caribbean ocean. I
insured this cabin against damage by fire, theft, or hurricane and I noticed, in the small print, that
whatever I insured the house for I would only get a fraction of the real value because they always
charge for this and that. I doubled the value of the house, paid double the premium and then, three
weeks later, along came a hurricane and blew the house away. So I took
the dollars in a briefcase and set off to see the world. In so doing, it may
be coincidental but the market in books changed. The bottom dropped out
of the slave book market so I had to change what I was going to write.
Having discovered I had enough money to travel where I wanted through
claiming for the house I turned to travel writing. Travel did inspire a novel
but novel writing also inspired the travel. I wrote a book called “Guide to
Mauritius” (1988) and this happened because a publisher had asked me
to do a rival series of slave novels to my Richard Tresillian series, which I
wrote under the name of Raynard Devine, and that involved visiting
Mauritius quite often and there was no guide book for Mauritius. So I
wrote one. That is still being published, I still get a small amount of
royalties; I don’t do it anymore but I’ve still got a little coming in from that.
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It clearly indicates you have a commercial mind for noticing an opening that you can fill.
Peter, I wish I was as calculating as that; it’s all coincidence. I’ve learned a lot having lived in Sri
Lanka for so long where we “go with the flow”, we just let things happen. I noticed when I was
living in the Caribbean I had to be very active but when I am in Sri Lanka I have to be very passive
and let things happen, I can’t make things happen. But in the Caribbean you’ve got to be
aggressive to survive.
I was going to ask, who is Bondmaster but you’ve already answered that question?
Did I hear correctly that the gentleman behind the camera is named Shillingford? This is
extraordinary because the Shillingfords were plantation owners in Dominica and the original
Shillingford brothers, two of them, had about 137 children between them but I don’t know if that’s
any reflection on the British Shillingfords. And the cricketers too, Irvine and Grayson Shillingford.
One thing I did in Dominica, I realised villagers were playing cricket but there was no proper
organization, I set up the Dominica Cricket Association, I became a member of the Windward
Islands Board of Control and of MCC and we got three good Dominica cricketers onto the West
Indies side; Grayson Shillingford, Irvine Shillingford and Norbert Phillip.
A that time of my life, at that time in Dominica’s career as a country, it was permissible for white
people living in the country to get involved in society because it was an associated state of Great
Britain. At one stage, besides the cricket, I was director of the Dominica Broadcasting Society, and
I was editor of a newspaper there. Things change and in Sri Lanka I would never do that although
I’ve been asked and I will do what I must but I would never suggest let’s do this or do that because
Sri Lanka’s a totally different country. As a writer I can live anywhere; I don’t go to a country, as
many ex-pats do, to start restaurants, to start bars, to make something for themselves out of the
country. I’m selfish in a different way, just using the country to live in so I can get on with my
career and thereby bring something back to the country but I’m not trying to exploit it.
In Sri Lanka there is a left-over from the colonial days where the British High Commission has a
system of consular wardens and I am the consular warden for the southern part of Sri Lanka which
means I’m supposed to keep in touch with all the bits in case we have to be evacuated and the
landing craft will come up on my lawn and sail off into the sunset. I contribute a little like that but
not high profile at all. In fact I have written books in Sri Lanka that don’t even have my name on,
the most recent one (for collectors) is the 150 year history of Ceylon railways and that was
published without any credit to me at all.
Dominica is a very “mañana” country. How did you keep focus?
I know what you mean by mañana but the actual
people are very hard-working. They’d get up in the
morning and have a tot of rum and go off to the
banana fields but they did work, at least in the
morning. I wasn’t involved in banana cutting but I
had a little bungalow then and it suited me very
well, I didn’t feel the lack of any energy and even
in Sri Lanka it’s the same sort of thing; I set up my
own discipline and, as you know, there’s a lot of
work that gores into making a success of
anything, it doesn’t happen overnight. I work very
hard, I usually start at four in the morning and
work until around eleven and then my relaxation comes as the sun goes down around five and we
get into the cocktails, or the sundowners.
We’ve covered the poetry, albeit briefly, but going back to your early days with the Beatles and the
Shadows, you were with both long before they were famous. Not that long before as everything
happened fairly quickly but in those days, who did you find the most interesting character from Cliff
and the Drifters/Shadows?
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They were all very different, very interesting. Cliff was certainly very strange, and I mean that in
the nicest way, an enigma. You couldn’t quite get close to Cliff. Hank and Bruce were the clowns
so to speak. Tony was, by far, the most intelligent and it was Tony that really latched on to the
idea but Jet was my special friend. Jet Harris was an exception and he and I got on very well and
bonded, possibly because I wanted to do this strange thing of poetry and
music, rock and poetry which, of course, we called rocketry. It was Jet and
Tony who said to Hank and Bruce that they were going to do this. Hank and
Bruce didn’t think much of it, Cliff couldn’t understand it but it was
fascinating that when Cliff knew that this was what I wanted to do, he took
me to his home in Cheshunt. He got hold of a tape recorder and played a
tape of him reading a poem at school where the kids were banging on the
desk as musical accompaniment. I don’t remember the poem but I do
remember you could hear that Cliff’s Indian accent was still there. He was
supportive and when we met about three years ago in Sri Lanka we were
talking about those days. He was very pleased to be able to recall things
that happened even before fame hit him.
Without wishing to be boring, may we move on to your early days with the Beatles? You must
have got to know them all extremely well so who was the most interesting of them?
Before I answer that, we’ve missed out somebody. The Drifters and the Shadows were playing for
me in occasional shows and then I started to look around for another group and that’s how I met
up with Jimmy Page. I was actually performing with Jimmy before I went to Liverpool, going round
the country, reading my poetry, and whenever I got to a town I’d hook up with the local musicians,
so there may be others that I’ve forgotten.
In Liverpool I met George in a café, I didn’t know who he was of course, except he was wearing a
lovely matelot striped t-shirt which I rather liked and he took me to meet Stuart, John and Paul.
Obviously, John was the most riveting because he was on the same lines that I was poetically, a
little bit weird, and we talked about many things although he was so innocent as far as London
goes. I’d come straight from Soho and the things that I was talking about he just didn’t understand,
it was a different way of life. Paul was the quiet one and George was more easy-going. I don’t
remember much about Stuart I’m afraid which is a shame as
I only met him at that place and the flat they had in Gambier
Terrace, although he must have played when I did the
performance at the Jacaranda Café which both Paul and
John recalled but I can’t remember. Why I can’t remember is
because the Beatles (although they weren’t the Beatles
then) wanted to get high. I said that in London we buy nose
inhalers, take the Benzedrine strips out, and chew them to
get high. So we were all turned on and that’s why I can’t
remember much about it.
The reason that I got involved with music is that I wanted my
poems to be appreciated by the people I was writing about. I
worked out that pop stars like Cliff Richard were who
teenagers adored and would follow. It was a calculated
move on my part to link up with teenage fans and that’s why
I deliberately met up with Cliff and the Drifters. There’s a
poet called Christopher Logue who used to do poetry and
jazz which he called jazzetry. I wasn’t influenced by the beats in America (John Lennon claimed
that I was but it wasn’t so) and I hadn’t even read Howl until several years after meeting John.
Christopher Logue and myself had the same publisher, Scorpion Press, so that gave me the idea
and I thought Rock'n'Roll, hence rocketry. Jet and Tony composed the music they wanted to play
backing me, as did Jimmy Page and I can’t remember what John and Paul played but Paul told
me he can remember the main poem I read at the Jacaranda… and here it is.
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“Julian”
(as performed at the Jacaranda in Liverpool accompanied with 12-bar blues by John, Paul,
George and Stuart although whether this later influenced John’s choice of name for his son is
unknown)
Easy, easy, break me in easy
Sure I’m big time, cocksure and brash
But easy, easy, break me in easy
Sure there’ve been others, I know the way
But easy, easy, break me in easy
Let me hide, warm, deep and wet
Under the blanket and between your thighs
And easy, easy, aah, break me in easy
Paul’s comment was “That’s about shagging sailors, isn’t it?”
With the Drifters/Shadows and with Jimmy we rehearsed quite a bit for several days. With Jimmy
for a show I did at the Mermaid Theatre, that was a lot of rehearsing because it was new. I was 19
and he was 16/17 and we were quite nervous; there were these fantastic actors, Ralph
Richardson, Flora Robson, Marius Goring so we rehearsed a lot. With the embryonic Beatles, we
didn’t rehearse.
You mentioned Christopher Logue and that you weren’t influenced by the American beats so is
this something you came to on your own?
No I didn’t feel I was an American beat, it just happened that way and turned out that I was living a
life similar to the beats in the States. When I went to read my poems around England I hitch-hiked,
met up with people and said “Let’s do this”. It was the press that picked this up and christened me
’King of the Beatniks’, but it was just a parallel development. The only other poet I knew at the time
was Bernard Kops. I did go to one reading and Michael Horowitz was there reading and I didn’t
like it at all. They didn’t have the energy and the passion that I thought I had then in my poetry. I
realised that I changed over the years; I began by writing about beat and beat boys and I finished
by writing about beach boys.
When I was hitch-hiking, I’d go to coffee bars rather than pubs. I’d try not to go alone and I’d talk to
people, stay a few days and set things up. The word did spread and I got contacts so I’d go to
somewhere else which is how the Liverpool idea came up because I met someone in Chester.
Also I was touring with Cliff by then, writing my book on him, and that’s how I got to a lot of the
places, made contacts and worked out where would be a good place.
There are photos of you in the middle of the Beatles in their Parisian suits at the height of their
stardom in 1963, why didn’t you continue to hang around with them?
I think we should clarify that in your review of my book you
said my photo looked superimposed in the middle of them
but that is a genuine photo. I’d retired, I was no longer a
teenage poet; I’d reached the age of 20 so I retired. I went to
Guernsey and worked as a stevedore and then I got a
licence as a ferry boat engineer, believe it or not, and I was
working quite happily in Guernsey. In the evenings I was
interviewing people on television so I was keeping in touch. I
got to hear that the Beatles were coming to Jersey, so I flew
to Jersey, spent some time together there and then they
came to Guernsey. That particular photograph was taken at
a theatre in Guernsey where they were playing that night.
I had previously linked up with them since that first encounter in Liverpool several times in
England. Paul recalled that I met them in Shrewsbury and we had some fun together there
although I can’t remember much. There was another occasion when John and Paul hitch-hiked
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down to Hatch End where my parents lived and where I had been staying too but I wasn’t there at
the time. This marvellous biographer Mark Lewisohn has checked it out and discovered there was
a gap in what they were doing at that time and apparently they’d come down to meet me to talk
about going to Hamburg. John’s idea was that I should go with them as a kind of poetical compere
because I had promised them, having met them in Liverpool and thought they were fantastic, they
could come to London and play for me. Luckily they went to Hamburg and I didn’t so I still
survived.
With regard to my ‘retirement’, possibly I realised that my career as a
spokesman for teenagers, doing TV and as a teenage poet, a
Rock'n'Roll poet, was going to come to an end. At 20 I’m no longer a
teenager and, in those days, at 21 or 22 you’re old. Also I met a literary
agent who told me I couldn’t go on doing it, could I imagine Mick
Jagger performing at 70? Of course I couldn’t (and I still can’t). It was a
deliberate decision to make a career change, so I quietly retired and
went off to the Caribbean to write. I always like to say I’m a commercial
writer; my books might not sell but I approach it commercially. We think
it might sell, think we’ve got the idea and we haven’t. Sometimes we
did get the right formula and now I’m being revived which is
astonishing and this has come from America, from a publishing house
in the States called Kicks Books. She somehow got hold of the back
list, and I discovered that I owned the copyright which is very nice as
sometimes those things slip by. She published “Gone Man Squared”
which no publisher in England would bother with.
There’s been some speculation that, in the transition from the Silver Beatles to the Beatles, you
were the man that said drop the double E and put BEA.
The way I remember is that, after having suggested they come to London, I asked them what their
name was. John replied Beetles and I asked how it was spelled. He said B-E-E-T-L-E-S because
he liked the Volkswagen car and he also liked Buddy Holly’s Crickets so that was his version of it. I
distinctly remember saying “I’m a beat poet, you’re beat musicians, you like the beat generation,
why don’t you call yourselves Beatles with an A?” John did write about that and referred to
someone appearing on a flaming pie saying “Why don’t you spell your name with an A” and the
funny thing is, I did cook them a chicken pie and it did get burnt. On the other hand, Mark believes
he has discovered they had used that name before so now I’ve changed my story to say I’m the
one who encouraged them to spell Beatles with an A so we’ll leave it like that.
In your youth, who was your main literary influence, if there was one?
My influence poetically must have been Dylan Thomas; I thought “Under Milkwood” was amazing.
I used to work on a farm and go to dances in the evening and instead of dancing I’d be reading
“Under Milkwood”. There was a line my teacher wrote in my report book when I was at school in
1950: “To write first and think afterwards is still his bad habit” and I was nine years old, so I was
destined to be a paperback writer.
“Paperback Writer” - not many people can claim to have had a Beatles song written about them.
You know there’s two actually. When we were discussing in that flat in Gambier Terrace what we
wanted to be, I said I wanted to be a paperback writer. At that time, to be successful as a writer,
you had to be published in paperback and that phrase obviously stuck in Paul’s mind. The other
song, which I didn’t know about but has since been discovered in an interview John gave in
Playboy, was when he was asked about how “Polythene Pam” came about. John said it was from
a night he spent in Guernsey with a certain beat poet and his girlfriend. The first line of my poem
was 'I long to have sex between black leather sheets, and ride shivering motorcycles through your
thighs' so John Lennon said “Let’s do it”. We couldn’t find any black leather so Stephanie wore
polythene and hence “Polythene Pam”.
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There’s always been controversy about who was the dominant force in the Lennon/McCartney
writing partnership. Would you say “Paperback Writer” was an equal partnership or more Lennon?
I think fifty/fifty is the answer to that but they were Paul’s lyrics originally.
You were very young when you started work…
I still am.
When you started work in the art shop in Jermyn Street did that have an impact on your approach
to life mixing with the “beatniks”?
I think the beatniks came a little later but yes, of course it did. That’s why I wanted to work in Soho
where it was all happening although I was living with my
parents in Hatch End. Often I wouldn’t get home at night for
various reasons; I’d go to jazz clubs, particularly Cy
Laurie’s, but unfortunately I never saw Hylda perform. The
move to Soho was deliberate; it was an art shop, Lechertier
Barbe it was called, and a lot of famous people came in,
actors, actresses, because some of them had the hobby of
painting and it was fascinating to talk to those people. Of
course we got to know the street characters and their
hangouts; you may remember a bar called Sam Widges, a
marvellous hangout, just a coffee bar. There were some
strange Soho characters there; one was called Rose I think,
English Rose was his name, there was a poet called Iris
Orton, I don’t know what happened to her. I was fascinated by it and that’s what encouraged my
writing. I would use these episodes of meeting people at jazz clubs and the 2is as material for my
early poems. I was fascinated and wanted to capture the moment in words; I couldn’t play an
instrument, I couldn’t sing but I found I could write.
My singing career was ruined when I was at school aged 15 and we were doing a school concert.
There was a chap called Tony Kohn, who later played with Chas McDevitt I think, and he and I
were supposed to do a duet and I just couldn’t sing so that destroyed my attempt to do it. So it
saved the world from me having to be part of that.
You mentioned the 2is coffee bar. Does it hold any memories for you?
One particular memory I have is that I was in the 2is listening to the music being played on the
jukebox. I looked across at the jukebox and the song being played was “A White Sports Coat” and
who was putting in the money but Terry Dene.
You went to Las Palmas in 1963 and then spent 14 years in the Caribbean.
I’ve already explained about the Canary Islands and why I had to leave the Caribbean. I went to
Las Palmas because Cliff was doing “Wonderful Life” and I was asked by my agent Ernest Hecht
to write a book about the making the film. I got a little advance and went to the Canary Islands
under my own steam and met up with Cliff and became part of the film crew, making notes and so
on. The film had lots of problems one of which was Dennis Price who was playing the part of a
former alcoholic matinee star whose career was being revived. I think he took the part to heart and
was doing method acting which means he was drunk every day. Cliff came to me and
said “We must do something about Dennis because he just can’t turn up on time”. It
had been noted that I’d been going round the bars with him at night so could I do
something to get him sobered up and to the set on time. Dennis and I went to a bar to
talk about him sobering up to do the movie and Dennis was on pink champagne. I
thought I’d got through to him but he suddenly looked down at the floor of the bar and
said “Oh, what a lovely Pekinese”. He’d seen a cockroach crossing the floor. That
was the end, Dennis was shipped back to London and Derek Bond stepped into the
movie instead.
You went to Sri Lanka in 1980 and have been there ever since.
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I didn’t intend to go to Sri Lanka, I was heading towards Sarawak where I’d been asked to write a
novel about the White Rajah of Sarawak, James Brooke, but on my way I stopped in Sri Lanka. I
was amazed that it was like the Caribbean in scenery, like Dominica but much larger with
mountains and rivers and the people were very friendly. I was only there for about three weeks
and then I went off to Sarawak. I got messages from Sri Lankans I’d met saying my daughter’s
getting married, why don’t you come? I thought they were nice people, so I went back and, that
was it, I stayed. It suited me very well there, although things have changed now it’s no longer a
colony, but the British are still respected in a little way and it’s a wonderful country, maybe a bit
like India, where you can create your own world. Now I want to be a writer, I am a writer, so I have
my little cottage; I have chaps who look after me and they keep reality away from me so I can
write. In so doing I am contributing something to the country, and I’m also writing about Sri Lanka.

I was telling Keith earlier the story of how I happen to be here today. SriLankan Airlines decided
they wanted to choose some wines to serve on their business class and they had their panel of Sri
Lankans but they looked for a token foreigner - me - to come and taste fifty wines, red and white,
blind. We didn’t know what we were drinking but we got through the fifty and I thought what will I
get for this? Maybe I’ll get a bottle of champagne… lovely. Afterwards they told me they were
giving me two business class tickets to go anywhere I wanted on the SriLankan Airlines network
so that is why Neil and I are here today, thanks to SriLankan Airlines. And I DO recommend their
business class wines.
You prefer to live amongst a society which is civilised, cultured and placid?
You’re talking about the Sri Lankan society? Yes. On the surface, yes, certainly civilised and
cultured.
Royston, with your vast experience of listening to music, what do you think of music today?
I’m not going to be rude, I don’t listen to it, I’m afraid I dropped out when Michael Jackson died - I
can’t understand the music anymore. Music now is created commercially rather than passionately
as it was in the sixties and the people who are singing are not even writing their own songs. I’m
flattered when you say I’ve been listening to music as I haven’t very much. The music of the birds,
the frogs at night, the wild animals around my garden and the monkeys hooting - natural music.
When you were young your father was a solicitor’s clerk. Not for you?
It was a little worse than that. I had two elder brothers who went through university and had
successful careers so maybe that’s why I was allowed to rebel. I just left home at 15 or 16 and
said this is what I’m going to do, and it worked. I would advise people to do that today but
everyone’s caught up, they can’t leave school at that young age, they have to get certificates, and
I’m sure for a lot of people it was the same in their youth too; take the chance. Certainly leave
home, leave the town, and possibly leave the country too.
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(John Howard) Living in Sri Lanka, did you know Arthur C Clarke?
I knew Arthur C Clarke, he used to come to our cottage as he had a place a little bit further down
the coast, he’d come there with his little dog and we’d talk writer things. I do remember he told me
he’d love to clone himself as he had so much work to do. He once asked me what I did about
income tax so a man like that had an income tax problem and was asking me. I pointed out that if
you appear not to earn any money you don’t have to pay any income tax.
Have you been able to contribute to peace and reconciliation in Sri Lanka?
Just after the war had finished I went up to Jaffna and met a chap working in a bar who asked if
we had the same currency in the south because they had the Jaffna rupee. He could speak a little
English, no Sinhala, so I said why didn’t he come to the south and work for me, so he did. While
he was at home working, who should come along but a British Member of Parliament who was
investigating and trying to prove that everything wasn’t right. I introduced him to this boy who
explained that it was okay now but he was a little bit worried about authority. This boy was about
18 or 19 so in that way I think the personal contact makes a difference.
I should explain it’s a kind of difference in aspirations; the Tamil population, their chance to
improve weakened when the British left for whatever reason. English was then abolished as a link
language so it created problems which now we’re trying to get over. Having been there 35 years I
get asked if I speak Sinhala or Tamil. I say no, I do speak English which is a language of the
country so I’m deliberately making people speak English to me. I’m also still trying to learn the
English as spoken in Sri Lanka as different words have different meanings. What else could I do?
It’s not my country, I’m a guest and you don’t tell the host his bed sheets are dirty. I should
mention I write a newsletter every Sunday which is an account of life in Sri Lanka and what I’ve
been doing so if anybody wants to subscribe, go to www.roystonellis.com and every Sunday you’ll
get a taste of the sunshine.
Have you ever considered retiring from writing?
As a paperback writer I can’t retire, I’ll just lose the plot.
Thank you so much for taking the time to talk to us.

Recording and photos © Denis Hoare
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A sample of Royston’s work from his appearance later that day at the Poetry Café, his first reading
in Britain for 54 years.
“Coffee Bar”
(from “Rave” published in 1960).
Couples crouched in a corner and others sipping coke with ice
By the jukebox a queer with a poodle called Lester
At a counter a chick with a bad reputation
Grabbing the kids as they come through the door stands a man with thin paper tracts
But we don’t ride with religion and men in thin plastic macs
Sick of the gang living for kicks
A quick bird in the park, a wild prowl through the night
The restless depth of a lingering evening
Sitting and waiting for someone new to come in
Used to work on the buildings but the sun come out and well so did we
Used to be steady work as like before you went to pieces
Now we like to feel free
We’ve got it all so easy now on welfare and all that jazz
There’s not much chance to feel free with politics, police and tax
“Lumbering Now”
(Performed for the BBC in 1960 with music by Jimmy Page
although he was off-screen during the recording)
A glimpse from the flickering screen
The boy and his bird in the stalls
Not cuddling and snogging right at the back
But slumped in the front row, sharing a basket of fruit
Sucking an orange with casual pleasure
And munching an apple and punching his bird
With warm understanding and a tender lack of any accepted traditions
A long-haired, idle, unbound boy
And a glorious carefree maiden
Slumped in the front row of the stalls
Content with the lumbering harmony
Of their own idea of love
“Rave”
Rave and swirl on a moody pattern
That beats out a drum that must have soul
Jabbed with relish and laughter
Streaming down a cheek
And swirling hair, raving, shimmering, glistening, throbbing
Dancing faster round the floor
Under the table and on to the bed
Heaving and grinning and dying
And the milkman‘s round early this morning
“For an Old Man’s Sorrow”
Straight tears of taut temptation
Like a warm trickle of weary disgust
Whelp and flow for an old man’s sorrow
And his struggle to tumble tonight
A smiling creature smelling sweet
Shouting and strutting so young
Was a whisper of some secret wish
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To an old man’s mind torn by time
The unformed face with a lifetime left
The quivering vision so pure
Haunts the weathered dreams of an old man dying
With a blaze of blood on his brow
“The Rainbow Walking Stick”
Clutch at a rainbow walking stick
Now the wobbling shadows throb thick
And stumbling desire gropes sprawled in heaving mud
Legs clawed and tight entwined
With pressure panting and surprise
As pleasure leaps and glimmers and dies
Thrust through by fear of eyes
Lurking like bawling aldermen
Behind flame pillars of adult men
Their tags destroy any innocence
What splendid once in silence
Now tattered by tongues hissing talk
Warped by their duties they lark
As middle-aged creeps like spunk on a sponge
Into body washed brains but seeds of children lunge
And bloom out of their envy into life
Lest those future years in a shroud suffocate
Lean for strength on your rainbow walking stick
“The Rugged Angel”
Outside the all-night transport café
Cars and lorries line the pull-in
Like mechanical shadows in love
A headlight beam swings off the road
Twists, pokes and glides to park
And picks out of the night a boy in a car
He sits straight up, blond hair on his brow
His eyes probably closed in sleep
Behind the mysterious squares of cheap sunglasses
His face is young, his body slight
And a quiver of laughter taunts his lips
No furrows tremble, lurking to scar
The beautiful face of a being scarcely begun
On a journey from past to future
Perhaps he’s a musician returning from play
Perhaps he’s an angel dropped in for the night
Or perhaps his trade is boy in a car
And finally, a submission on the night from our own Rockin’ Gerry Champion.
Blackbeard was a pirate he
Who ravaged and plundered on many a sea
He suffered no wimps, he suffered no fools
And both pistol and cutlass were his favourite tools
He’d holler and yell, set light to his beard
And parrot the brains of all those who leered
He really was an irate pirate
Yo ho ho, pass the rum you scum
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An honorary 'Woody', Dot came on several TFTW
outings, including Kew Gardens, Hampton Court,
and the canal boat trip. Born in September 1914,
she lived through two World Wars and at age 101
lived to see zombies walking along glued to I-pods
and I-phones; she saw civil partnerships and gay
marriages come into force, even coming to a civil
partnership reception herself for two of my
neighbors.
She went into domestic service at the age of 14,
working at the Deanery of St Paul's Cathedral. Her
next job, one she loved, was a nursemaid at Trinity
Manor in Jersey, Channel Islands. We re-visited the
island and manor in 1992, and she was
disappointed to see the avenue of trees leading up
to the manor had disappeared, possibly brought
down by the 1987 hurricane or other events over
the 60+ years since she was last there.
Dot lived in many places over the years. Her father was a policeman, as were her two brothers. Sergeant
Clift, her father, was stationed at Bow Police station in the East End, and this is where Dot grew up. Her
father was later transferred to Edmonton, then Hornsey and later Wood Green, and the family had to move
each time.
She met my father, Eracles Papadopoulos, at the Overseas Club (behind the Ritz Hotel) when he was a
chef and she was a waitress. They married in 1941, I was born in 1945 and my brother, Philip, in 1949.
However, due to cultural differences they marriage broke up and they separated in 1951, later getting
divorced.
Dot had many office jobs throughout the years, and even had a stint at the Daily Worker where she served
tea to the Red Dean, Dr Hewlett Johnson. However she was never very political herself, and it worried her
when I got involved in the 'ban-the-bomb' movement and got arrested on several demonstrations, saying I'd
be landed with a criminal record. However she did come on at least one London CND march with me and
my partner, though seemed to think 'Onward Christian Soldiers' was an appropriate song to sing on a
peace march which included atheists, agnostics, Jews, Muslims, Sikhs, Buddhists, etc. Of course when I
joined the Young Communist League and Communist Party it really worried her, and in 1970 she came with
me and my comrades on the Lenin Centenary trip to the USSR to insure I didn't defect but came back to
the UK!
She came on many holidays with me, some with my partner, and in later years we went on several
Mediterranean cruises. She also visited my father's island of Cyprus twice, including one trip to visit him as
he lay terminally ill in a hospice.
Her last nine months were largely spent in various hospitals and a Nursing Home because of increasing
mobility problems. We went out a lot during the Summer of 2015, she in her wheelchair, but as November
came with the early darkness and damp, windy weather we couldn't get out so much. Nevertheless she
came to our Drama Group rehearsals (she was once a member of this amateur Drama Group) just a few
days before passing to Spirit, also smoking her last cigarettes then. She retired to bed a few days later and
left us in the early hours of December 2nd, 2015.
Her cremation and celebration in a pub afterwards was well attended, and during the funeral ceremony two
songs were played - Jimmy Swaggart's 'Where The Roses Never Fade' and Harry Lauder's 'Keep Right On
To The End Of The Road'. I chose the music, loving this song as sung by Jerry Lee's cousin, and I felt the
Harry Lauder song was appropriate as she did indeed keep right on to the end of the road where I know all
she loved and had been longing for were there to greet her.
The accompanying photo was on her funeral service leaflet, and was taken in the local Asparagus pub beer
garden in July 2015. Next to her on the table is her glass of lager and cigarettes. Don't, however, think if
you smoke yourself it will mean you'll all live to 101, as a teacher at a posh school we visited once a year
explained to his young girl pupils!
Tony Papard
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
OTIS CLAY
Otis with Soulboy, Porretta 1997

It is with deep sadness that Otis Clay, one
of the greatest exponents of blues-tinged,
gospel influenced soul music has died. His
dual career as a hit making soul artist and
rousing gospel singer had spanned over
five decades. A major loss.
In many people's opinions, those that were
there anyway, Otis Clay’s act at the 1988
Blues Estafette, in Utrecht, was the finest
live performance ever witnessed. It
certainly was mine. (Report see below)

OTIS CLAY was born 11th February 1942,
in Waxhaw, Mississippi, where he grew up.
He was introduced to music as a member
of his family's gospel quintet, the Morning Glories. He moved to Muncie, Indiana in 1953, where he
sang with the Voices Of Hope, then the Christian Travellers. He moved onwards to Chicago in
1957, where he sang with various gospel groups, including the Golden Jubilaires, the Blue Jays,
and the Pilgrim Harmonizers. In 1964 he joined the Gospel Songbirds resulting in his first
recording, 'Jesus I Love To Call His Name'. From this recording came an offer to join the
legendary Sensational Nightingales, with whom he stayed until late 1965.
Clay's soul drenched vocals were beginning to get a lot of attention and rave reviews on the
gospel circuit. So it was only a matter of time before he was persuaded to move over to recording
secular material.
He signed for One-Derful records. A handful of releases went by the wayside before, in 1967, Clay
found himself climbing the R&B charts with 'That's How It Is (When You’re In Love)'. The follow up
'A Lasting Love' also charted. Financial Problems at One-Derful saw Clay’s contract sold to
Cotillion Records. He was soon back in the R&B charts with a version of the Sir Douglas Quintet
hit, 'She's About A Mover', which was to be his biggest pop hit, albeit only a mighty 97 on the
Billboard chart. Numerous excellent releases followed, practically a searing version of, 'Pouring
Water On A Drowning Man' and the brilliant 'Is It Over', which merged Southern Soul with Chicago
grit.
In 1970 he moved to Hi Records and, under
Willie Mitchell, it proved to be his most
productive period, the highlight being his
highest R&B chart appearance, 'Trying To Live
My Life Without You'. The emotive, 'If I Could
Reach Out' also made the lower reaches of the
R&B chart. After several more Hi forty fives,
without much chart action, he then flitted
between Southern labels Elka, Glades, and
Kayvette records, upon which his only release,
'All Because Of Your Love', was to be his last
national chart listing. He re-formed the Gospel
Songbirds for spasmodic outings.

Otis Clay, Sweet Soul Music Festival, Porretta Terme, Italy,
22-07-95 © Paul Harris

Although Clay was fiercely popular in Chicago and the Southern States he failed to break through
nationally.
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He set up his own label, Echo, for whom he recorded the original version, in 1980, of 'The Only
Way Is Up'. Though not a hit at the time the song became the title track of Clay's 1982 album, THE
ONLY WAY IS UP. 'The Only Way Is Up' was the second biggest selling single of 1988 in the UK,
by Yazz & the Plastic Population.
Like several other Southern soul singers Clay also found a market in Japan, where he released
three of the greatest live albums of soul music ever recorded. LIVE! OTIS CLAY, LIVE IN JAPAN,
and SOUL MAN. These gave us a tremendous insight to his live act, which to us European soul
fans was yet to come, which wasn't long.
Throughout the eighties and onwards he continued to flit between secular and gospel
performances and recordings. By 1991 Clay had moved to the Rounder/Bullseye Labels.
Outside of the US Midwest, Southern States and Chicago he was kind of neglected in the States,
but in Europe we began to see more and more of one of the greatest soul singers ever, and what
a feast his live shows were, always an enthralling experience.
He was actively involved in Chicago community based cultural projects. In 2013 Clay was inducted
to the Blues Hall Of Fame. He died 8th January 2016, from a heart attack.

OTIS CLAY live, Utrecht 1988.
Dave Williams reported in Juke Blues magazine Spring 1989.
I don't think many of those in our row were fully prepared for Otis Clay and his band.
The young smartly dressed seven piece unit led by Derick Blanchard on piano and Hammond
organ comprised a standard rhythm section and three brass pieces. They struck up a simple
repetitive riff and we were all propelled back in our seats. The style was pure Memphis, Willie
Mitchell and the sound was as if it were emanating from a single instrument. It is unfair to pick out
a musician but the drummer had enough drive and spare energy to charge up batteries. After a
couple more stunning instrumentals, on came Clay clad head to toe in crimson.
What followed is difficult to describe but I witnessed an essentially twelve bar blues audience
change from polite appreciation to almost hysterical adoration in a matter of minutes. By the time
Otis's act was two-thirds through, the entire house was on its feet. Quite extraordinary.
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Clay's choice of material and presentation made
absolutely no concession to the environment. Apart
from a natty little routine with the band there was
very little in the way of dancing to incite the audience
and a total absence of all those rabble- rousing
clichés. No 'Everybody say yeah' with this guy. His
seemingly effortless vocals soared above the
powerful accompaniment and immaculate versions
of 'Trying To Live My Life Without You', 'Turn Back
The Hands Of Time',' Love and Happiness', 'Love
Bones' and 'Take Me To The River' set the place on
fire. His magical stage presence was completely
enthralling and at one point he just raised his hand in silence. When he finally informed us that 'I
wanna testify' we all lined up for church like lambs. The slower numbers were just sensational and
gut-wrenching; songs like 'Nickel and a Nail' began to take their toll on us. Touchingly, he gave full
credit to his mentor, the late O V Wright.
Otis seemed none the worse for wear when he eventually left the stage and we were near
exhaustion. The crowd went bananas and demanded his return. With his magnificent version of
the slowing 'It's All Over' he well and truly nailed us in our coffins. Phew! I thought I had seen it all
when I stood in my seat to see Otis Redding some twenty five years ago (ditto Soulboy was at
Croydon Fairfield Halls) but this guy is something else. How can 'The Only Way Is Up' top the
charts in Britain and he remains a virtual unknown?
The Juke Blues contingent were like shell-shocked soldiers and drifted off to various bars; it was
impossible to take in any more music after such an experience.
Fully recovered we were all back in time to be instantly impressed by Anson Funderburgh
featuring Sam Myers.
David Jazz Carroll. Definitely the best show I've seen at Utrecht, perhaps anywhere. I acquired a
Ginger Tom shortly after witnessing this amazing live experience. Naturally he was named Otis.
To this day he resides in the shed in his cosy casket.
CLARENCE HENRY REID singer, songwriter, arranger,
producer, was born 14th February 1945 in Cochran, Georgia.
At a young age he relocated to Miami. He played a major roll
in the evolution of the Miami sound.
Phase 1: In the early sixties he joined the Miami vocal group,
the Delmiros. They raised enough money to make a demo,
which impressed record label boss Henry Stone. So this finds
Reid recording his debut,'Ra Ra The Big Beat Sound',
released on the Dade label. The record sold well locally, and a
follow up, 'Push A Little Harder', followed the same pattern.
During the remaining sixties he had outings on various labels
including Dial, Reid, Wand, Phil LA Of Soul, Deep City and
Tay-Ster, all with little success.
It was during this period that he was crossing paths with various prolific writers, producers, like
Steve Alaimo. At the same time, as well as recording, he was becoming a bountiful song writer.
The Delmiros had now disbanded. Reid, awaiting his break, was now a solo act playing the small
Miami clubs. He befriended writer, producer Willie Clark and a working relationship was formed,
which later became one of the key factors of the Miami sound.
In 1969 he once again hooks up with Henry Stone, getting a deal with Atlantic Records on their
subsidiary label Alston. 'Nobody But You' broke as a national R&B and Pop hit, and Reid had at
last found success.
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Reid kept making soul noise with Alston, but nothing quite as big as 'Nobody But You' although he
made the R&B charts again with, in 1972, 'Good Old Days' and 'Funky Party' in 1974.
During this period he was releasing some powerful soul discs. Notably the album from 1972,
RUNNING WATER, definitely an unsung gem, which consisted of a number of smouldering,
mainly slow and soulful performances. Unfortunately the album didn't get quite the attention it
deserved.
Reid was now firmly established at Alston as a songwriter and producer, often with frequent
collaborators Willie Clarke and Steve Alaimo. He wrote or co-wrote a huge amount of material for
the label, including big hits for Betty Wright, 'Clean Up Woman', Gwen McCrae 'Rockin' Chair' and,
one of my favourites by her, '90% Of Me Is You', and Paulette Reeves 'Jazz Freak'. If I have to
pick just one it would the deep story telling ballad 'Must I Kill Her’ by David Hudson.
Phase 2: In the early seventies, enter Clarence Reid's alter-ego pseudonym BLOWFLY. Blatant
sexual X-rated controversial lyrics, which left nothing to the imagination, and was more
enlightened than any sex manual, can only be described as pornographic soul. He knocked out
album after album, each one more dirty and explicit than the previous one. And above all he
taught everyone that their dick could fly. Some of his song titles are funny. Blowfly is considered
one of the earliest rappers.
He occasionally returned to mainstream soul, but basically his brilliant soul period had long gone.
If he hadn't been Blowfly, might his earlier craft have been more acclaimed? Sadly phase 2
overshadows his contribution to soul. In this aspect he was very underrated.
He died 17th January 2016, following a battle with liver cancer.
NATALIE COLE, daughter of the great jazz trio leader and later
popular singer, was born 6th February 1950 in Los Angeles. She was
naturally influenced throughout her childhood by her father up until his
death in 1965.
She made her first stage appearance at the age of eleven, singing 'It's
A Bore' in a production of I'M WITH YOU (a black version of Gigi) at
the Greek theatre, Los Angeles, in a cast which included her father and
Barbara McNair.
She moved to Amherst, Massachusetts, and studied at the University
there. She stayed on in Amherst, getting work in a club called The Pub.
Whilst there she joined, as lead singer, a band who performed around
local clubs. She made her first professional appearance in July 1964.
Cole was now a performing solo artist, and her engagements increased twofold. Cole's act had a
very diverse repertoire, influences coming from Motown, main stream soul across to contemporary
rock.
Her most fruitful encounter came when, during a lengthy club tour which started in 1973, she met
Chuck Jackson and Marvin Yancy after seeing her perform, in 1974, at Mr Kelly's in Chicago. The
pair took Cole to Curtis Mayfield's Curtom Studios, where they wrote and produced an entire
album for her. The result INSEPARABLE, was offered to Capital Records. On release the album
went straight to the top of the R&B charts, and spent more than a year on the pop charts. It also
yielded two big hit singles, the dance floor winner 'This Will Be', and the title track. Her very varied
albums and a string of hit singles kept her at the top of the popularity stakes.
She sold 30million records worldwide, including more than 14 million copies of her 1991 album
UNFORGETTABLE...WITH LOVE, on which she duetted with her late father. The album won six
Grammys, including album of the year as well as record and song of the year for the title track
duet.
Cole spent many years of her later life battling drug addiction. She also suffered from liver disease
and hepatitis C. She died 31st December 2015.
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WALLY ROKER, bass singer and label owner, co-founded the
Hearts in New York in 1953. After a name change to the
Heartbeats they cut sides for various local labels. In 1956 they
recorded and made the top ten R&B and top fifty Pop with one of
the great Doo-wop records of all time, 'A Thousand Miles Away'.
Further releases failed to repeat that big hit, so the group
disbanded in 1960.
Roker went on to co-found the Scepter label. He relocated to
Chicago in 1965, then Los Angeles, initially working for ABC,
before co-founding some very credible soul labels; Canyon (Doris
Duke, Swamp Dogg), Roker (Irma Thomas, Swamp Dogg), Soul
Clock (Whispers, Vernon Garrett) and Stardom imprints.
He was also served as the Director of the Doo Wop Music Hall of Fame. He died 2nd December
2015 following brain surgery.
SHIRLEY GUNTER co-founder of the
Four Queens was born 29th September
1934, in Coffeyville, Kansas. She was
sister to Cornell Gunter, who sang with
the Flairs and the Coasters. She moved
to Los Angeles at the age of eight, and
by the time she was nineteen she was
singing professionally, cutting two 45s
for Flair records. She co-founded the
Four Queens in 1954.
Their only hit was the brilliant 'Oop Shoop, as Shirley
Gunter & The Queens which broke into both R&B and
Pop charts. Unable to find any more success, Gunter
retired from music. She occasionally reappeared for Doo Wop conventions and R&B concerts.
Shirley Gunter, Rhythm Riot! 26-11-05
, © Paul Harris

She died 1st December 2015
GET ON UP (Imagine Entertainment)
Drama/Musical biopic charting soul and funk pioneer
James Brown’s rise from a harsh childhood to global
recognition.
This account of the life of James Brown, the 'Godfather
of Soul', is long overdue and very welcome at Soul Boy
Towers.
Brown was monstrous, fiery, unpredictable; slapping
women, drug abuse, discharging firearms as it pleased
him, bullying and humiliating the musicians in his band,
by fining anyone who made the slightest unfunky
mistake. At one point sacking the entire band and
backing singers, as he wanted a more funky sound, and
the band’s reluctance to go with him. A few days later, in
steps Bootsy and another set of musicians. It was Mr
Brown’s mean mindedness to those around him, that
they were there only to serve his self-absorbing
importance.
He was also a showman of almost unmatchable
brilliance, and an artist of near unparalleled influence.
There is one moment in the film which kinds of sums it
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all up. Brown is in his dressing room waiting to go on stage, when he looks in the mirror and
smugly says to himself, "I'm James Brown". So what has gone before to get to this point is
remarkable. It pulls no punches.
The film opens in 1988 in Brown's home town of Augusta, Georgia, in which drug addled, firearm
wielding Brown, ranting and raving disrupts and terrifies dentists at a convention held in a building
he owned, over someone using his private toilet. No one was hurt in the incident.
From then it chronologically, annoyingly, meanders back and forth, at times confusing, but kind of
works in an intriguing way, between the ups and downs of super stardom, from Brown’s
impoverished back woods childhood, constantly in trouble, reform school and jail, simply for
stealing a suit, through the Famous Flames years and onwards. It’s a compelling story about a
man who turns himself into an island, his career and obnoxious declining years.
The classic hype man Bobby Byrd, played brilliantly by Nelsan Ellis, was Brown’s loyal friend and
band mate, who learns to dim his own chance of a solo career to make way for Brown’s fiery
comet, and somehow through all the turmoil, the bond between the two remained throughout:
nothing else did.
Given just how much story there is tell, it crams a lot into over two fast moving hours.
Brown died in 2006, rather miraculously making it to the age of 73. Whatever, he would surely
have felt flattered to have inspired such an amazing electrifying performance from Chadwick
Boseman, who should have won an Oscar (wrong colour) for this betrayal of Mr DYNAMITE, the
hardest working man in show business. He captures all the dimensions of the man as well as the
legend; he doesn't so much impersonate Brown as inhabit him. A brilliant performance. As is the
film.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
WHAT'S BEEN ON SOULBOY'S DECK RECENTLY
Once again Soulboy brings you another bunch of soul platters
that matter.
As always a very mixed bag, with one thing in common. SOUL.
Randel's Soul Senders - Soul Brothers Testify (Anla 1968)
Bobby Wells - Let's Copp A Groove (Romur 1967)
Sheba Potts Wright - Lipstick On His Pants (Ecko 2001 CD)****
Quinn Golden - Ketchup On My Pants (Ecko 2002 CD)
Major Lance - Everybody Loves A Good Time (Okeh 1965)
Johnny Soul - Lonely Man (SSS 1969)
Larry Saunders - On The Real Side (Turbo 1974) ****
The Isley Brothers - Respectable (RCA 1959)
Larry Williams & Johnny Watson - Two For The Price Of One (Okeh 1967)
Dooley Silverspoon - Game Players (Seville 1976)
Chuck Jackson - Waiting In Vain (EMI 1980)
Rose Banks - Darling Baby (Tamla Motown 1976)
Charles Jackson - I'm Gonna Get Your Love (Capital 1979)
Bobby M/Jean Carne - Lets Stay Together (Gordy 1982)
Bobby Caldwell - What You Won’t Do For Love (TK 1978)
Vibrations - Finding Out The Hard Way (Okeh 1965)
Tommy Tate - School Of Life (Ko Ko 1972)
The Mad Lads - Seeing Is Believing (Volt 1970)
Bobby Bland - I Just Tripped On A Piece Of Your Broken Heart (Malaco 1993)
Nolan Porter - If I Can Only Be Sure (ABC 1972)
Anne LeSear - (Taxi) Take Him Back (UK Allegiance 1984) Answer to JB Taxi
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Talking of J Blackfoot....
J Blackfoot - I Don't Remember Loving You (Prime Cut 1983)
John 'Blackfoot' Colbert was another man with soul to spare. This was his first single after parting
company with the Soul Children, and what a devastating piece of wax. JB hardly gets out of first
gear, as his aching, emotive vocal pours out the tear jerking lyrics on this country flavoured ballad.
His pleading, light yet husky vocal brings it all home. The tension in his voice is pure soul.
Absolutely brilliant. *****
Talking of the Children....
Soulchildren - Poem On The School House Door (Stax 1973)
This Banks/Jackson/Hampton penned outing is so soulful it hurts. J Blackfoot is, as expected, in
stupendous gut bucket form on lead vocals, ably backed by the other Children, Norman West,
Anita Louis, and Shelbra Bennett, as they tell of going back home, and checking out the old school
they attended years back. Each member takes his/her turn to relate their various academic
achievements, until we get to JB, who was madly in love at the time, and only left a poem on the
school house door to be remembered by. "Sugar is sweet, honey is too, but neither one is as
sweet as you, theses few words just to let you know, you are the one, I love you so". A hard hitting
reminiscing opus about the pains of first love, featuring some very soulful vocals. Stunning
soul.*****
Major Harris - Sideshow (Atlantic 1974)
Otis Clay - I Paid The Price (One Derful 1966 CD)
Clarence Reid - Please Stay Home (Alston 1973)
Bobby Thomas & the Afros - Darling Don't Come Back (Lyndell)
Count Willie with LRL & the Dukes - I've Got To Tell You (Brown Dog 1975)*****
Chuck Carter - A Teardrop Fell (Bedford 1969)
George Freeman - I'm Like A Fish (Shout 1966)
Arthur Conley - I'm A Lonely Stranger (Jotis 1965)
James Brown - Lost Someone (King 1961)
Donald Height - If I Can (Jubilee 1970)
Curtis Womack - Last Date (Playboy 1976)
George Jackson - Aretha Sing One For Me (Hi 1972)
Barbara Lewis - Hello Stranger (Atlantic 1963)
Ernie K Doe - Don't Kill My Groove (Duke 1967)
Ern's short spell with Duke produced a couple of average releases and this spectacular outing. On
this Ernie showed he was able to adjust to fit into the late sixties soul scene quite successfully,
without losing his snarling vocal identity.
Taken at an unhurried, lazy tempo, Ern's pleading to his girl not to kill his
groove. The band nod mournfully an understanding assertive amen at the
end of each chorus, then really start to blow towards the final grooves as Ernie
chokes out "I-I Love Yah". Stupendous. Mr Doe was one of the greats.

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Did you have a good Christmas? Did Santa bring you anything you liked? Any good music? I did
get some really plain looking but exceptionally comfortable (expensive) slippers which I wear all
the time because they are so good. My daughter and her husband know I love my music and don’t
try to give me a CD they think I might like any more, but give me an Amazon token instead which
is far better.
However I did not get any music related items this year (except a pair of
wooden kitchen spoons with the other ends shaped like drum sticks and a
rather tuneful fart machine!). I am not complaining because I got some nice
things and enjoyed, much more, watching my youngest grandsons tearing
open their Lego, Hot Wheels, etc. and the joy that brought.
So that brings me to January and the Amazon token. I can squeeze three CDs out of
that which will reduce my Amazon wish list somewhat.
Passing almost half the year in a very comfortable converted granary in Brittany means we
have, over the years, doubled up on household stuff and music playing equipment. I am a sucker
for more modern equipment and never learn my lesson which is that modern technology is too
advanced for my poor old brain and, although I can follow the instructions, things just don’t seem
to work properly.
As an example, I bought over from the UK a new printer to save lugging the UK one back and
forth. I connected it up and followed its on screen instructions and was doing well until the ink lid
would not close properly. I looked up the sparse instructions with no help then looked at the on line
help pages which were many but didn’t deal with my problem. I eventually found the reference to
‘contact’ but there was no phone number and the email address page looked like it had never
been set up. I have written a letter (by hand!) to an address I did find asking whether the printer is
broken or if I can repair it.
I also have a CD player which has a hard disc for recording but have never been able
to use the facility, I just play CDs on it, I have a digital radio which has a
120 page booklet for using when on line and I have only scratched the
surface with that (but I have found some good USA Blues radio
stations) and, for France, I bought an all singing, all dancing music
system through the BBC which I haven’t got a peep out of yet! (I
haven’t been trying too hard as we have been doing other things)
Also, stupidly, I once brought my ordinary digital radio over to
France to listen to British music stations and couldn’t get a single
sound out of it because digital radio doesn’t travel as far as France
and also France is not bothering with digital and buying all the
AM/FM wavelengths as they become available when other countries
stop using them.
Having been starved of live entertainment this period, I will move onto;

Lists: Here follows my most played Blues CDs bought during 2015 in no particular order;
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Preachin’ the Blues – The Cyril Davies Memorial Album. Cyril was
a giant of British blues and died so young before he could take his
place alongside British blues bands like the Rolling Stones and the
Animals which I am sure would have happened.
Southbound – The Doobie Brothers. This is a great rerun of many of
their hits but featuring guest appearances of predominantly country
artists. Not Blues you say? Well the playing is as fresh and tight as any
good R&B outfit and the whole album absolutely rocks along.
Cherry Pickin’ – Cherry Lee Mewis and Max Milligan. This is a 6
track ‘ep’ with just the two of them enjoying a good choice of material. Max absolutely shines and
would be my choice as Blues guitarist of the year.
Blues People – Eric Bibb. This soft voiced guitarist gathers a few Blues guests and just sings the
Blues. Beautiful stuff!
Live from the Albert Hall – Jo Harman. With Britain producing artists
like this, the Blues in the UK has a future. Everything is right here with
a fine voice, a great band, and live.
Definitive Blues Anthology – Various well known Blues artists. A
three album cheapy that has the best collection of old Blues artists you
could want. Great for in car listening!
Meet Me In Bluesland – The Kentucky Headhunters and Johnny
Johnson. A ‘lost ‘set of recordings from almost 15 years ago featuring
ex Chuck Berry pianist Johnson who, in those heady days of R&R, was
my favourite pianist. The album’s good too.
A & R Studios, New York, 26th August 1971 – The Allman Brothers Band. Recorded when all
the original band members were present, this shows what a great band the Allmans were. They
might appear on the surface to be a heavy metal style band (which I don’t like) but with their
crafted solos and interesting choice of material, they never bore. Their longevity is proof of their
excellence.
Ultrasonic Studios, Long Island, 15th October 1974 – Taj Mahal.
This recent issue, although 41 years old, shows Taj at his best with a
great band. Although just starting out, he already is proving to be a
Blues giant. No list of mine would be complete without him.
Live from the Regal – B.B.King. Yes, I bought this last year even
though it was recorded in 1964. Several different publications wrote
that it was one of, if not, his best albums so I bought it. It truly is a very
good album and I’m pleased to add it to my collection.
Maximum Blues Piano – David Maxwell. I only bought this at the end
of the year so haven’t really had time to asses it. But it contains some wonderful Blues piano in a
chunky, chordy style which shows the Blues will never die but moves, ever, onwards.
I know, there are eleven listed here but who says it must be 10? I bought or was given 54 CDs last
year, many of which were R&R albums. Several were ‘free’ issues with magazines (not much good
material on those). Most of those above were old (not 2015) recordings. I suppose like many TFTW
readers, new music is difficult to enjoy. However I keep searching..

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing into the Ds;
Champion Jack Dupree. Boxer, hobo, cook, painter, dancer, comedian and storyteller, he settled
into a career as a fine Blues pianist and singer. Born around 1908/10 (nobody is sure) in New
Orleans where his parents died in a fire when he was a baby, he died in Hanover, Germany in
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1992. Growing up, he watched and studied the styles of the Blues pianists of the time, notably,
Willie Hall.
It was his boxing involvement that caused him to drop his given names, William Thomas, in favour
of Champion Jack. He was a cook in the navy during the war and, before and after that, made
records for several labels. After touring Europe in 1959 he decided to stay and married a young
Yorkshire lass (his third wife) and the couple lived in Britain, Switzerland and Denmark wherever
the work took him. He later moved to Sweden with a new woman and finished finally in Germany
where he also worked, again as a cook. He had a Barrelhouse style of Blues/Boogie and there are
plenty of good CDs to choose from. I once had the honour of playing t-chest bass with him in the
late 1950s although, at the time, I didn’t know who he was!
Willie Dixon. I first heard Willie Dixon on a 15 minute programme on
either Radio Luxemburg or American Forces Network (more likely – my
dad was always twiddling the knobs of our old radio), his loud upright
bass notes being prominent in the Big Three Trio with which he then
played. I liked the thump, slap and plucking of his style and, over later
years, bought some recordings which he was on.
However it was his prolific song writing ability and love of words (from
his upbringing in Vicksburg, Mississippi where his mother, Daisy, loved
and wrote poetry) that caused him to start writing. He loaded riverboats
and was, for a while, an underpaid but successful Boxer. He wrote
‘Hoochie Coochie Man’ for Muddy Waters, ‘Evil’ and ‘Spoonful’ for
Howlin’ Wolf, ‘My Babe’ for Little Walter and ‘Little Red Rooster’ the hit
for the Rolling Stones.
Born in 1915, Willie died in 1992. Definitely the greatest Blues writer and a wonderful bass player.
Fats Domino. I haven’t much to say about Fats as most of you Woodies will know more about him
than I do. It was his ‘fat’ voice and rolling New Orleans piano that first attracted the ear of my best
mate and his continual playing of his records finally hooked me.
Born in 1928 and still going (but not well) his distinct piano style in front of Bartholomew’s bunch of
saxes kept his audiences stocked with hits until the early ‘60s when his sound dried up but was
continually in demand for live performances which gave such great value. Whilst making these
records, sometimes Alan Toussaint or James Booker sat in as pianists as Fats didn’t have time
due to his heavy touring schedule.
Other of my favourite ‘D’s include Lonnie Donegan, The Doobie Brothers, The Drifters, Dr. John
(should be in ‘J’s), Johnny Duncan, Diz and the Doormen and the wonderful Cyril Davies. (I have a
sneaking regard for Bob Dylan too!)

What was my last CD?

I mentioned this up in lists but
‘Maximum Blues Piano’ by David Maxwell was my last CD and
what a good one it is too. I have only just discovered Maxwell and
this album, recorded in 1997 was his first solo effort although he
was a giant in his field having played with almost every American
blues artist (Louisiana Red, Muddy Waters, Bonnie Raitt, John
Lee Hooker, etc. etc. etc.) I must get some more by him as he is
a classic piano player

What was on my IPod today?

‘Tennessee Jed’ By Levon
Helm from his almost last CD ‘Electric Dirt’. His voice could not
disguise his age but his ‘down home ‘feel still reminds me of The
Band and I stopped what I was doing to enjoy listening.
Dave Parker
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Friday, December 04, 2015
Ronnie Spector at the Barbican
Wonderful? Magical? Mesmerising? You can pick your own superlative to describe Ronnie
Spector's show at the Barbican in London last night and I don't think anyone in the audience would
argue. It seems that Ronnie pays a visit to London every few years around Christmas time to
remind us how good she still is. There was no Santa outfit this time, as she's donned once or twice
in the past (although she did sing Frosty The Snowman as part of her encore), but as a seasonal
present to her fans the show was just what we wanted.
A few years ago Ronnie was playing in small,
intimate venues like the Town and Country 2 and
Dingwall's and it's a sign of her 'living legend' status
that she now plays the all seated Barbican. The
place may lack atmosphere but the sound was top
notch, as was the band, and Ronnie, backed by
some new young Ronettes, two of whom look very
much like the originals, showed that her excellent
voice, along with her beehive hairdo, is very much
intact.
The show consisted of her life story, with spoken
reminiscences introducing each song. Introduced
as the Rose of Spanish Harlem she began with the
Ronettes' second big hit Baby I Love You which gave an indication of what was to come. Between
songs Ronnie sat at a podium, briefly forgetting her microphone at times, and recalled the first
paying gigs with sister Estelle and cousin Nedra when they were known as Ronnie and the
Relatives. The three girls got their first break when they were waiting outside the Peppermint
Lounge, dressed up to the nines, no doubt with Cleopatra style eye makeup, when the manager
mistook them for the dancers and invited them to do the twist in the club with Joey Dee and the
Starliters. They put Kleenex in their bras to fill out their slim teenage figures she recalled. Keep On
Dancing, a track unreleased at the time, illustrated this period in her career, followed by What'd I
Say, another early track from The Fabulous Ronettes LP.
Ronnie's early inspiration was Frankie Lymon, who she remembered having recorded a live album
at the London Palladium, and she loved doowop, she said, as she moved in to the Students' So
Young, another early track. In early 1964 the Ronettes toured the UK with the Rolling Stones and
in memory of this she sang Irma Thomas's Time Is On My Side, which was covered by the Stones.
More Ronettes numbers followed with Is This What I Get For Loving You and Paradise, a track
unreleased at the time written by Harry Nilsson. Throughout the show, archive film clips were
being shown at the back of the stage and one of them featured the girls on Dick Clark's American
bandstand, where their song Do I Love You was introduced strangely as 'native American music'.
Other classics followed in the form of You Baby, Chapel Of Love (a hit for the Dixie Cups),
(Walking) In The Rain, The Best Part Of Breaking Up and I Wish I Never Saw The Sunshine, a
tribute to her late sister Estelle.
All of these numbers were sung with energy and emotion and reminded me how poor many of
today's songs are compared with these wonderful Brill Building efforts. Ronnie referred briefly to
her 'seven years out of show business', but there was no mention of the reason for that - her
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murdering ex-husband and genius record producer Phil. Instead she moved on to her later career
with You Can't Put Your Arms Around A Memory, a Johnny Thunders song she recorded with
Joey Ramone. If Frankie Lymon was her inspiration in the fifties then Amy Winehouse still inspires
her today, she said, as she sang Back To Black sounding very like Amy I thought.
Finally it was time for the Ronettes' biggest hit Be My Baby, which brought the rapt audience to its
feet. After a pause she returned for Frosty The Snowman and I Can Hear Music - a suitable song
to end a show which will remain in the memory for a long time. Come back soon Ronnie.
Friday, December 11, 2015
Like father, like son: Daniel's Number Ones
Back in the early sixties, I kept a record of my favourite ten records of the moment. I did this over
400 times between March 1960 and the end of 1965 but then I stopped as other things took over.
My son Daniel has gone a step further - or, more accurately, several miles
further. He has compiled a weekly 'personal top ten' record chart for every
week from 1939 to the present day. It's based on detailed research into
when the record was released, or reissued or, in some cases, belatedly
made it to the real top ten and occasionally veers off into film and TV
themes or songs from stage shows.
This labour of love has been going on for quite a while, but now Daniel
has put his number ones from each year on to a series of videos on
YouTube. Each is about three minutes long and includes very brief clips
from each of the records that made it to number one in his personal top
ten with a caption showing the number of weeks at the top spot. He is now branching out into
compiling YouTube videos of records that made it to number two, and he's promised to do the
same with the records that made number one in my personal top tens from the sixties.
His YouTube clips, which appear under the name 'Personal Top Tens', are a great way of
reminding you of records from a particular era and it was as though my life flashed before my eyes
as I checked them out. The great thing is that each clip is so short that even if you disagree with
Daniel's choice it's over in a few seconds. But on the whole I have to say that he has excellent
taste (takes after his dad!) and includes many great records that never made so much as a dent in
the real charts of the day.
Here are a few examples, but check out Daniel's other videos for a stroll down memory lane.
Here is Daniel's Personal Number Ones video for 1963 and a selection of others.
1953 1957 1958 1959 1960 1962 1965 1966 1975 1978 2011 Just dip it and wallow in nostalgia.
Wednesday, January 06, 2016
The King lives on
Nearly 40 years after his death, Elvis Presley continues to sell records
by the bucket load. The latest album, If I Can Dream, released for the
pre-Christmas market, quickly reached the number one spot in the UK
charts and is still at number two (behind the dull offering from Adele)
after nine weeks. The album features a selection of Elvis's more
mainstream songs with new backing by the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra and some input by Michael Buble among others. Tracks
include Burning Love, Love Me Tender, It's Now Or Never, In The
Ghetto as well as the title track. Needless to say, I won't be dashing out
to buy it, but it is testimony to the lasting appeal of The King.
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Meanwhile, tomorrow, on the 81st anniversary of Elvis's birth, a company called Invaluable, based
in Boston, will be auctioning some Elvis memorabilia at Graceland which is expected to sell for big
money. Items include the stage-used guitar from the 1973 Aloha From Hawaii concert, which is
expected to fetch between $300,000 and $500,000, a hand-written letter from his US Army period
in Germany ($30,000 to $50,000). and a complete concert film from the Memorial Auditorium
Show in Buffalo, NY, on April 5, 1972 ($25,000 to $35,000).
Monday, January 11, 2016
Now it's farewell to David Bowie
The torrent of music deaths that we've seen over the last year or so is
fast turning into a flood. Now it's the turn of the Thin White Duke, David
Bowie, at the age of 69.
There has been an outpouring of grief at the death of this remarkable
man, a true trendsetter who influenced many people in his career, as he
moved through his many phases. Although I very much liked early
classics like Space Oddity, Life On Mars, Starman and Suffragette City I
was, on the whole, fairly ambivalent towards Bowie. I was surrounded by
his records for many years, but they were not my choice but those of my
ex-wife. I liked them but never loved them, yet I admired the man's
unique approach to his art, which transcended mere pop music. Much of
his later work left me cool, if not cold, but he was always a cultural
phenomenon and someone who excited interest.
My memories of David Jones, as he then was, go back to the period 1962 to 1964, long before he
was well known. Every Friday night I would go to the Justin Hall in West Wickham, Kent, where I
grew up, where a beat group would be playing. The best of these, a band which attracted quite a
following locally, was the Konrads, David Bowie's first band. David was a local lad from Bromley
and I remember seeing him not long afterwards working as a bar man at the Three Tuns pub in
Beckenham, His early records as Davie Jones and the King Bees, Davy Jones and the Lower
Third and the Manish Boys, are now highly collectable and show that his influences were the blues
and early soul music, and that the music he loved was much the same as the stuff I loved at the
time. Over the years he has brought pleasure to millions and was always a leader of trends, never
a follower. RIP David.
There have been several other music deaths in the first few days of
2016. One of these is the one hit wonder Troy Shondell, who had a
huge hit in 1961 with This Time - a great record in my opinion. From
Indiana, he had enjoyed some success in the midwest as a rock and roll
singer with Kissin' At The Drive In, but follow ups to his big hit, including
Island In The Sky and I Got A Woman, sank without trace. Apparently
Tommy James, who had many sixties hits including Mony Mony, named
his group the Shondells after Troy.
Another death is that of Kitty Kallen at the age of 94, who had success
from the 1930s to the 1960s. She was a singer with the Jimmy Dorsey
and Harry James bands in the 1940s and went on to have an
international number one with Little Things Mean A Lot in 1954.
Another singer who has died is Red Simpson, famous for his truck driving songs such as Roll
Truck Roll in 1966, The Highway Patrol and I'm A Truck. Originally from Bakersfield, he was 81.
It's goodbye also to Ed 'Stewpot' Stewart, aged 74, who began his DJ career at the pirate Radio
London, before going on to achieve fame at Radios 1 and 2, most famously as the host of Junior
Choice. Also to Nick Caldwell of soul group The Whispers.
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Friday, January 08, 2016
Guitar maestro Deke Dickerson in London
Guitar maestro Deke Dickerson made a rare visit to the UK yesterday, his first in 20 years, when
he brought his blend of rockabilly, hillbilly, country and rock and roll to Nambucca in north London.
I have seen him many times at music festivals in the States and in Spain and he never fails to
provide superb backing for any act he plays with. As the leader of his own band, the Ecco-fonics, a
trio featuring London's own Brian Nevill on drums and Thibaut Chopin, of Nico Duportal's band, on
bass, he was equally impressive, with a set that was a joy from beginning to end.

As a guitarist he has no equal, as he showed on instrumentals such as Link Wray's Run Chicken
Run with its bizarre chicken sounds, and he is equally at home as a vocalist. Songs included
several of his own compositions, including the rather non-PC Misshapen Hillbilly Girl, The
Nightmare Of A Woman (the only thing he got from the girl in this particular break-up was a
disease, according to the lyrics), and You Can't See The Forest For The Trees. There were hints
of his hillbilly past, as one half of Dave and Deke, with numbers such as Too Hot To handle and
No Good Woman, but there was also rockabilly (Deep River), country (Johnny Horton's Let's Take
The Long Way Home and Feeling Low), and straight ahead rock and roll. There was some Johnny
Cash (Luther Played The Boogie) and Gene Vincent (Baby Blue) and a couple of first rate
instrumentals. As an encore he played a rocking version of Mexacali Rose and Muleskinner Blues,
with some rather off key audience participation on harmonica. London has waited a long time for
this visit, but Deke will be back in the UK at the
Rockabilly Rave later this year: not to be
missed.
Following Deke on stage were some more
visitors from California in the form of beat
group The Outta Sites. Featuring Chris
Sprague on vocals, Jason 'Mongoose' Eoff on
keyboards and Rikki Styxx on drums, they are
an energetic band with an excellent 'together'
sound and a good stage act, exemplified by
the rubber legged Jason Eoff. I caught their
first few numbers, which included Shake All
Night and Good Good Lovin', before I had to
dash off to catch my train home, but I was
impressed and would like to see more.
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Wednesday, January 20, 2016
Ten years of The Vinyl Word
It's ten years to the day since the birth of The Vinyl Word. In those ten years there have been over
1,000 entries, over 900 published comments and the blog has received 1.3 million page views.
The original idea was that it would be devoted to roots music, including soul, blues, rock and roll,
fifties and sixties pop and early reggae, reflect my love of vinyl records and chronicle events of
interest to people with similar interests. Thus there have been many items covering the deaths of
musicians over the years, reviews of gigs and music festivals, items on vinyl that I've bought at car
boot sales, charity shops and record fairs and reminiscences about events that happened when I
was a lot younger than I am now. I hope that I've kept readers entertained and informed over the
years.
The very first entry, on January 20, 2006, came the day after the death of Wilson Pickett and
shortly after the death of Lou Rawls. I speculated in one of my first entries on who would become
the 'last soul man', to quote Bobby Womack's 1987 album title, and listed some of the contenders
who were still alive at that time. One by one many of them have died in the intervening years,
including James Brown and King Floyd in 2006, Luther Ingram and Freddie Scott in 2007, Bill
Coday, Isaac Hayes and Levi Stubbs in 2008, Eddie Bo and Michael Jackson in 2009, Solomon
Burke, General Norman Johnson, Willie Mitchell and Teddy Pendergrass in 2010, J Blackfoot,
Nick Ashford, Loleatta Holloway and Howard Tate in 2011, Fontella Bass, Etta James and Donna
Summer in 2012, Bobby Bland and Cecil Womack in 2013, James Govan and Bobby Womack in
2014, and Don Covay, Ben E King, Percy Sledge and Mel Waiters in 2015. So far in 2016 we've
already lost Otis Clay. Many of the original rock and roll and blues stars have also passed on
during this time, notably Bo Diddley, Ike Turner and B B King, but Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard,
Chuck Berry and Fats Domino are still around even if not performing in some cases. Long may
they last.
I try to get to as many music gigs as I can, although since I moved to the country six years ago this
has become more irregular. I also go to music festivals when possible, especially the wonderful
Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans and the unique and brilliant Porretta Soul Festival in Italy. On
occasions I've also been to UK festivals such as Rhythm Riot and Hemsby, Northern soul nights in
Cleethorpes and elsewhere, US festivals like Viva Las Vegas, the King Biscuit Festival, New
Orleans Jazzfest and the Blues and Barbecue Festival and the Doowop show in Long Island, as
well as European rock and roll festivals such as Screamin' and the Rockin' Race.
I spend a lot of my time searching for original vinyl records and get up early to hunt through stuff at
car boot sales, occasionally striking lucky and gradually filling in gaps in my collection and selling
on EBay the records that don't meet my criteria.
The great thing about a blog is that every word that has appeared over the years is available at the
touch of a button, either by clicking on the month list on the right or by topic in the box at the top
left hand corner. So, unlike Facebook and other social media, where the shelf life of entries is
usually a few days, the Vinyl Word is a record of what's happened over the years, and a great
substitute for a diary. I hope readers will click back to January, 2006, and check out my inaugural
Word, as well as other items from the very beginning. Recently I have been privileged to include
items on the blog from music experts such as Seamus McGarvey and Noah Schaffer and I look
forward to including more in the future. There are all too few media outlets for the music that I, and
thousands of other love, so if The Vinyl Word can help to fill a gap I am more than happy.
Hopefully the blog will continue for many more years to come providing an information source as
well as an outlet for my personal views. Comments are always welcome and I wish more people
would express their views whether they agree or disagree with something I've said, or if they want
to raise an issue. In the meantime, I will raise a glass to The Vinyl Word. Here's to the next ten
years.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Here I come to tell you 'bout more Bear Family
reissues from the great "Groove" catalog. This CD
and its companion "Groovin' The Blues" (BCD
17411) are the perfect follow-up to the 2014 re-issue
of the LPs "Groove Jumping!" (Detour 33-003) and
"Still Groove Jumping!" (Detour 33-006). These two
new CDs bring us 68 great recordings with a lot of
unissued sides all cut between 1954 and 1956
neatly packaged with stunning liner notes and
pictures.
The Groove label was introduced by RCA Victor in
February 1954 to invade the rhythm and blues field
but had to wait until early 1957 to have its only R&B
chart topper with Mickey and Sylvia’s "Love Is
Strange". When Groove discontinued operations
some artists shifted over to Vik, some were assigned
to RCA and some others were never heard again. So let’s talk a bit about what goes on here:
The CD opens with Frank Brunson's "Charmaine", a great jiver carrying a distinct New Orleans
feel with Sam Taylor's blowing sax. The tune was issued back to back with "I Believe In You", a
shouter to dance to. Both sides were recorded on September 27, 1956 and issued on Groove 4G0173. Next comes Emmett Hobson with "Mattie Bea", a hot dancing tune with Mickey Baker on
guitar and Sam Taylor on sax. It was recorded in September 20, 1955 with "Where Is Joe", a good
one with call-and-response, and its flip side when issued on Groove 4G-0124. Zilla Mays' "Right
Now" is a great tune by a female you would like to meet right now. "Since You Went Away" is
another good one by the gal from Atlanta who also recorded for Savoy, Coral, Brunswick and
Mercury.
Paul "Huckle-Buck" Williams' "Big Foot Mammy" is a killer jiver by a guy born in 1915! Raucous,
wild, a dancing... she know what to do! If you don't dance, roll on the floor, or climb on the wall...
you're just flat dead! Recorded in February 24, 1954 and left unissued! From the same session are
also featured "Humpy Dumpty", a strollin' instro, and "Women Are The Root Of All Evil" issued on
Groove 4G-0014. A good one with lots of advice for you guys and its only release on Groove. Roy
Gaines' "Hoodoo" showcases some terrific guitar work. I would have liked to enjoy that unissued
tune with my late friend Charlie Barbat. "Alabama Sue", also unissued and from a later session, is
in a more relaxed mood and Mickey Baker handles the guitar duties. The cat born in 1937 had a
lot of talent and it’s a terrific rendition of Arthur Crudup's "Worried 'Bout You Baby" with the
support of Mickey Baker and Panama Francis, available on the CD "Groove Jumping" (BCD
17388 AH).
Next comes George Benson with "Shout, Holler and Scream", you just wouldn't believe it... a
fabulous unissued tune by an eleven year cat. Heavily built on "Shake Rattle and Roll" it rocks
while "A Little Boy's Dream", from the same April 22, 1954, is less appealing. Beverly Wright's
"Blackboard Rock" will make you sorry to have deserted school 60 years ago. Another unissued
treasure from March 19, 1956 where she's backed by The Students. "Shake Till I'm Shook" (from
Ronnie Self) is another nice dancing tune that was issued on Groove 4G-0153. Clayton Love's
"Bye Bye Baby", Sonny Brooks' "Champ Ale" and Johnny Bird Orchestra's "The Last Laugh Will
Be On You" and "22 Minutes" are very attractive tunes.
Lil McKenzie's "Run A'Long" is just as good as any Lavern Baker tune while Buddy Lucas' "I'm
Trapped" is a fabulous tune with raspy voice and hot sax from 1953 but left unissued. I found the
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Philly combo Chris Powell & The Blue Flames’ work less appealing even if it swings. A versatile
combo who belong to the past decade in my opinion. Maynie Watts follows Ruth Brown's steps
with "Quicksand" issued on Groove 4G-0103. A nice dancing tune with great vocal support. Her
"Doo Ba Dee" and "Wheel Of Time" from the same session but left unissued, are very attractive
too. Oscar Black's "My Head Goes Round" and Little Tommy Brown's very gospel influenced "The
Thrill Is Gone" are made for dancers. Sam Henderson and his jumpers' "Grab That Thing and
Run" is a hot instro while Bertice Reading delivers nice vocal work on "I Gotta Know" backed by
Mickey Baker and a bunch of fine musicians. The Du Droppers' "That's All I Need" is not their best
while The Avalons' "Oh! Sweetness" is a nice vocal group work left unissued. The Coronets, from
Cleveland, are featured here with "Crime Doesn't Pay", a purchased master. A classic song that
was issued on Groove 4G-0114.
If crime doesn't pay, I can write that playing that great CD is really worth it. Another great trip in a
time when groove was more than just a habit. Don't miss this release!
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
February 2, 2016

When Groove was activated in February 1954 it had
contracts with only four artists. By June 1954, the
label had 30 distributors and over twelve artists
ready to cut hot Rhythm & Blues and strong Blues.
Oscar Black, Sue Allen, The Du-Droppers, Tiny
Kennedy and Maynie Watts were among the first to
be inked and recorded. So you will find them all in
this CD but also some more heavy weight
champions like Sonny Terry and Champion Jack
Dupree. So big Mamas and sharp clothed Pimps,
leave your Jax beer or razor blade alone, and let's
enjoy what we got there.
First tune by Sonny Terry is "Lost Jawbone", a hot
French harp instro that really cooks. If you dig
Sonny here you've got more. "Louise" is a real fine
vocal blues while "Tell Me Baby", a superb rompin'
blues, is one of the best tracks you can hear here. This unissued tune recorded in November 1955
with Brownie and Stick McGhee is nothing more than a killer. "Hootin' Blues no 2", issued on
Groove 4G-0135, is a definitive killer instro with Lee Stanfield slappin' that bass like a mad dog.
"Throw This Old Dog a Bone" (unissued), "I Took You In Baby" and "Juice Head Woman" are in a
more relaxed pace but just as great. Another stunning artist is Cousin Leroy (Rozier) with "Goin'
Back Home", a great drivin' blues with solid beat driven by drummer Gene Brooks issued with
"Catfish Blues" on Groove 4G-0123.
From the same July 1, 1955 recording with Champion Jack Dupree on piano and Larry Dale on
guitar we have the unissued "41 Highway" and the dynamic "Lonesome Bedroom". Great work!
New Orleans' great Champion piano pounder had his own session on September 17, 1956 with Mr
Bear taking care of vocal and Larry Dale on guitar. "The Ups" (Unissued) is a very nice talking
blues while "Story Of My Life" and "Lonely Road Blues" are very atmospheric blues. On "No Dice",
an instro issued on Groove 4G-0030, Buddy Lucas lets Big Al Sears and Frank Henry take care of
the sax work. These guys really cook. From a previous session "I Got Drunk" is a fine booze song
with great guitar work by Wally Richardson that was issued on Groove 4G-0003. "I Need Help",
sung by Almeta Stewart, is a great shouter with Buddy on sax.
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From the early sessions done in March 1954 we have "Hold Me Baby", a bluesy ballad sung by
Sue Allen with the support of Oscar Black that was issued on groove 4G-0012. Oscar Black is also
featured with two average blues from August 1956, "Into Each Heart (Some Tears Must Fall)" and
"What Makes Me Love You So". Clayton Love is here with a very fine purchased master "Love
Blues" while Maymie Watts delivers the nice "There Goes That Train", the flip side for
"Quicksand". Big Tiny Kennedy is featured with "'Taint Right" and "I Need A Good Woman", two
tunes recorded in April 1955, with the stunning support of Mickey Baker, Sam Taylor and Ernest
Hayes (piano). These same guys back Little Tommy Brown on "Don't Leave Me" and "Won't You
Forgive Me", both issued on Groove 4G-0132. The Du Droppers bring us a gentle mover "You've
Been Good To Everybody" while Bertice Reading shouts the great unissued boogie "Beantown
Boogie". Her "I Wash My Hands", from the same May 6, 1954 session (Groove 4G-0022), is close
to Ruth Brown's work. Sonny Brooks, Zilla Mays and Big Connie are the other artists featured on
this great CD.
The Groove's activities were closed in February 1957 and were reactivated in 1961. It was another
decade and another world but nobody but a fool could have dreamed about these twin records
given to us by Bear Family.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
February 04, 2016.

http://www.ukrock.net/
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Letters to the Editor

Singer, guitarist, yodeler and TV personality Bonnie Lou passed away in
Cincinnati, Ohio, on December 8, at age 91. Born Mary Joan Kath in Towanda,
Illinois, she began playing the violin at age 6, switched to guitar at age 11, and
debuted on radio at age 13. Her first stage name was "Mary Jo, The Yodeling
Sweetheart". In early 1945, she joined the Midwestern Hayride and became
Bonnie Lou. She had two top-10 country hits in 1953, "Seven Lonely Days" and
"Tennessee Wig Walk," before transitioning to rockabilly with "Daddy-O." In the
1980s, she became an Ohio country radio disc jockey. Bonnie Lou is a member
of the Rockabilly Hall of Fame.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES

Nine Months Later
Keith decided to go skiing with his mate David so they loaded up Dave’s Vauxhall and
headed north. After driving for a few hours they got caught in a terrible blizzard so they
pulled into a nearby farm and asked the attractive lady who answered the door if they
could stay the night.
“I realise it’s terrible weather out there and I have this huge house all to myself but I’m
recently widowed,” she explained. “I’m afraid the neighbours will talk if I let you stay in
my house.”
“Don’t worry,” Keith said, “We’ll be happy to sleep in the barn. If the weather breaks,
we’ll be gone at first light.” The lady agreed and the two men found their way to the barn
and settled in for the night.
Come morning, the weather had cleared and they got on their way, eventually enjoying a
great weekend of skiing.
However, about nine months later, Keith got an unexpected letter from a solicitor. It took
him a few minutes to figure it out but he finally determined it was from the lawyer of the
attractive widow they had met on the ski weekend.
He popped in to see David and asked him “Dave, do you remember that good-looking
widow from the farm we stayed at on our ski trip about nine months ago?”
“Yes I do” replied David.
“Did you, er… happen to get up in the middle of the night, go up to the house and pay her
a visit?”
“Well, um, yes,” David said, a little embarrassed about being found out. “I have to admit
that I did.”
“And did you happen to give her my name instead of telling her yours?”
David’s face turned beetroot red and he said “Yeah… look I’m sorry mate, I’m afraid I did.
Why do you ask?”
“She just died and left me everything!”
Brenda Guest
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Mamen Salvador (Miss Blue Moon) of…

Miss Mary & Her Mr. Rights

Twisted Rod

The Velvet Candles

Narvel Felts

Gene Gambler & The Shufflers
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Young Jessie

Mike Sanchez
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi Gang.
On the very first day of 2016 I undertook one of my occasional trips to what I guess could be
described as my local Rock’n’Roll club. The Rosecroft, depicted in its advertising as being in
Orpington, in reality is based close to the banks of the mighty river Cray, central to the village that
carries that name, surrounded and overshadowed by the sprawling housing estates of St Mary's
and St Pauls, just a couple of miles from the aforementioned Kentish town of Orpington. These
normally once a month shindigs are run by the effervescent Pete Bruce, who has run a string of
venues of similar nature throughout the Medway area for a considerable number of years.
My trips to the Rosecroft could be described at best as spasmodic and I normally fail to recognise
faces generally from the Rock'n'Roll scene that I have frequented. On this occasion however, not
only did I arrive with two Woodies but encountered a further three whilst there. We certainly all
made an inspired choice for the band appearing were a rockabilly four piece "Race With The
Devil" - Anton Pace vocals and acoustic guitar, Dave Elliott lead guitar, Gavin Nel on bass, Luke
Grainger drums. As their name implies their repertoire consists of early Vincent, for the most part
taken from the "screaming end" first two capitol LPs. The back catalogues of Eddie Cochran,
Johnny Burnette, and Buddy Holly also receive healthy lashings.

I was certainly well impressed with the entire four piece, in particular Dave Elliott’s fine replications
of guitar masters Cliff Gallup, Sonny Curtis, Paul Burlison. They don't stray too far from these
Rock'n'Roll legends, and why should they, they present a far better show all the more for it. Unlike
far too many rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll bands on the circuit, they know how to pace a show, Anton
Pace has a delivery that suggests that it is neither hurried, false or indeed over the top.
If 'Race With The Devil' are playing anywhere near you sometime soon, definitely go and see
them, buy their CD you won’t be disappointed. I have dispatched a copy of their CD which they
kindly handed to me, entitled 'Don't Just Cruise' to Shaky Lee Wilkinson up there in bonnie
Lancashire in readiness for a review in issue 90 of this magazine. Folks, won’t be long before you
see this excellent four piece upon a Tales From The Woods stage.
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That's all from me gang for this issue, time now to hand over to Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll for
the gig guide that no self-respecting roots music fan would be seen without at least two copies of.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
February 2016
6
Saturday
Fatback Band
A smaller venue than the Clapham Grand, but a 38% price hike from September sounds wicky wacky.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues, 3 North End Crescent West Kensington W14 8TG £38 + fees
15
Monday
The Old Avengers
Top quality session men featuring the music of the Meters, Tower of Power, etc – so more Diana Rigg than
Joanna Lumley.
Bulls Head, Barnes
£10
21
Sunday
Shuggie Otis
Child prodigy son of the great Johnny Otis continues his restless resurgence.
Koko £32.75
23
Tuesday
Something Else
Cut across the Thames to Putney and see the band fronted by Eddie Cochran’s nephew Bobby.
Half Moon, Putney
£15 adv, £18 door
24
Wednesday
Jim Kweskin & Bonny Dobson
Legendary jug band leader joins Morning Dew writer for one night.
The Old Queen’s Head, Islington
£12 adv, £15 door
25
Thursday
Kat & Co
American blues singer who ‘Has appeared on stage with Lulu and Morganfield’ – not a time to test falling
toast theory.
The Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£11
29
Monday
Ryley Walker & Danny Thompson
‘Plays guitar like Bert Jansch and sings like Tim Buckley’. (RW i.e.)
Bush Hall
£18.90
March 2016
4/5
Fri/Sat
Ruthie Foster
Whether it’s blues, folk, gospel or soul, her sensuous voice will take a hold on your heart.
Ronnie Scott’s (2 shows – 18.30 and 22.30) £25 - £50 + fees
10
Thursday
Shemekia Copeland
Powerful blues vocals from the daughter of Johnny Copeland.
London Brooklyn Bowl
£13.50 adv, £15 door
13
Sunday
Fred Eaglesmith
Canadian alt country singer whose evening show quickly sold out.
Green Note (doors 2.30)
£15 + fees
18

Friday

Ian Siegal Band
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British bluesman with expanding international profile.
Borderline
£20 + fees
19
Saturday
Bettye LaVette
Only UK date of European tour for hardest working soul singer.
Islington Assembly Hall
£27.50 + fees
20
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Decent beer for those who opted out of the December 100 Club visit.
Half Moon, Putney
£15 adv, £17 door
31
Thursday
Charles Bradley
Daptone artist with new album to promote.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£26 + fees
31
Thursday
Amy Speace
Baltimore-born singer-songwriter whose songs have been recorded by Judy Collins and others.
Green Note
£12 + fees
April 2016
8
Friday
Leon Bridges
Two sell-out nights at the Shepherd’s Bush Empire last September sees a swift return for Texan gospel and
soul singer.
Academy, Brixton
£20 + fees
10
Sunday
Betty Wright
Tonight is the night 4U2NJOY.
Indigo at the O2
£32.10 - £57.10
21
Thursday
Doña Oxford
Two-fisted boogie woogie player from New York City, and regular visitor to London.
The Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£15
29/30 Fri/Sat
Taj Mahal
Cross-cultural bluesman mixing music forms with pleasure.
Ronnie Scott’s (2 shows – 18.00 and 22.30) £60 - £100 + fees
May 2016
13/14 Fri/Sat
Eric Bibb
Blues with a folk feel for fans of both.
Cadogan Hall
£30 + fees
July 2016
2
Saturday
Buddy Guy
Legendary Chicago blues statesman returns to the scene of previous triumphs.
Hammersmith Apollo £57 - £63
MARCH MUSIC at the Ace Cafe
Wed 2nd – 6pm – 11pm - Hot Rod Night with DJ Bill Guntrip – Entry Free
Sat 12th – 9pm – 2am – March of the Teds with The Jets + DJ Bill Guntrip – Entry £12. Sorry no under 18s
Sat 26th – 7pm – 11pm – Rhythm n’ Cruise Rockin’ Record Hop with DJ Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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